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' by Mark Conrad were denied . . 
Provoking severe criticism from plain- Barlow also stated that Judge Sweet; 
s attorney; a federal jury has denied _ while on the liench, was discourteous to 
· P. Solomon dail}ages in his defama- both her and her client. She charged.that 
d~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ 
k>mo~, a former NYL~ professor, . al- favorable to Solomon were made," and "re-
that he. nad been defapted as a result rosed to permit Solomon to argue on his 
-"false and iru}licious rumors" that he had · behalf. '.' Barlow plans to appeal. 
n !"caught giving marks for sexual fav- Martin Auer};>ach, speaking for Maur-
." He a]S() had alleged tliat these rumors ice Nessen. dismissed all Barle5w's charges, 
,circulated by -Dean E. Donald Sha- Auerbach was "pleased with the ve;dict" 
ana other meml>ers bf the NYLS Acl- 'and maintained that the plaintiff had f~led 
• · tration, with the tacit approval of th~ . 'to prove a cause of action: He' added that 
ool'a- Board· of Trustees. (See EQUI- -Judge Sweet made "every conceivable ef-
~. Nov. 1979.) c fort to be impartiruan,d accomodating to 
Th(l.jtµys determination constitutes a i the plaintiff, despite adverse conditions," 
· r vic:_tory for the Jaw school since Solo- 1 al)d that ,"there was absolutely no favorite 
·n had sought an.award of$1,000,000 in ~ ism;' on the part of the judge. He noted that 
actual ·and punitive damages. Al- - Former Professor Marti~ Pa~l Solomon · . · any writs of.mandamus made by the plain-
gh the jury denied this claim, it did' claim on the theory tnat the excluded state- accused Judge Sweet of conducting a "kan- · tiff to_ have Judge S.weet removed "\Vere 
ward him $2,000-.m . damages for the ments were defamation per se. This foon of garoo court," referring to the manner in denied, : thus implying that rio conflict of 
ool's breach of contract concerning a defamation does not require a claim for spe- whic~ he allowed the trial to proceed. She inter~st existed. ~ . · · 
issue. ~ cial damages. As a result. of Judge Sweet's fu!_ther attacked Judge Sweet'.s credibility, .~em~rs of the ~'YLS admil!_istration 
During .the trial, Judge .Robert W . . rulings,JoyceBarlow,Solomon's'attomey, alleging that he was a ' "close _friend of expressed satisfaction with the verdict. 
eet..excluded .certain allegeQly slander- feels that the jury was given ''no choice" in ,Maurice Nessen, the attorney ·for New .Acting Dean Margaret Bearn was "pleased 
_.....,',~- te,inents fro.m the record, on tlie ' its decision. , York Law School," and stated that Sweet with the fury result," and added that the 
und that. they constituted defamation , . . · Kangaroo ~ourt Claimed · "should have . been removed from the $2,000 judgment was a "factual' question." 
r quod, thus requiring a claim for special . . When asked about the jury's decision, bench." During the trial, ·Barlow made sev- · She stated that the school has· no plans to 
es. Sol_omon had failed to make that B~low voiced he,r critici8!ll5 of the case 3!1d eralmotions.for the judge's remov~, but all . ( please tum to· page th i rt ee11 i 
: A:'A\M fe/osts Conference; . . . Angry . EriCkSon . aesi@AS 
. rloltzman· ·G/lies· Keynote . Talk .'•. , Afterac!:i!=':s~!~atNewYork men~enaskedwhatsliethoughther em-
by Linda Crawford and Gail Gutmann _ (The case in question is· being heard by ·a Law School, Prof.-Nancy Erjckson has de- ployment chances would be·, had she been 
On Saturday; Februay.-2; .the ~ew , Judge who is a.bigh official in the ·Mormon cided to accept ari offer to tea.ch at Ohio denied tenure a't NYLS, the outspoken 
ork Law .School LegaF{\.ssociation for Church;the'Chu,rchofJesusChristofLat- State University Law School /,tarting in professorrespondedsimply, ''nil." 
omen (LAW) hosted a day-long confer-' ter. Day Saints, which is officially opposed the· Fall of 1980. Although Dean B~-~ has ' Additionally, it has been learned by 
_pnthelawandw!)men. TheMetropoli~ to .both .the ER,i\and abor!:io~ rights. The wishe'd Prof. Erickson "success,''. it was · EQUITAS that Prof. Erickson has fi led a. 
Conference on Women and the Law · Judge has not stated that ·he .. is unbiased, clear tha~ the professors decision to leave claim against NYLS under the Equal Pay 
featured a ·keynote address .by Congress- ·but has.refuse<horemove himself from the·· was based on her many differences with Act, charging sexual bias in salaries. 
!Woman Elizabeth . Holtzman, followed by case.) - _ , the administration. . . . Most recently, Prof. Erickson has 
panel o,iscussions, a luncheon, further pan- ~oltzman .also discussed. the areas _ii) challenged a school policy providing that 
els, and a wine and. cheese reception. Al- which. she feels that progress. needs to be professors who are late in turning in their 
l.lllOSt 200 persons attendeci from through- made to give women-adequate legal prot~c- grades will nr,~ receive their p~ychecks un-
but the metropolitan area. · tion. She described as "disgusting" the fact , til their grades are in. Prof. EriCKSon, who, 
- Congres1?woni~ Holtzm~ opened · that by ~xen;ising her right to have child, a because ofa six-day illness, has not graded 
the program by discussing the accomplish- - woman necessarily,puts he_rentire c~r · all of her ex~n:is, had vowed not to grade 
me'nts which have been-made .in bringing in jeo~y. Legislafion p:r:ovidi,ig for ma- · · any more of them until she receive" her . 
Jega(p:r:otection.to the women of this coun- ternity leave without loss of seniority, and check. Erickson-has since promised to have 
try. She pointed out ·that_ virtuallx every comprehensive day care pro~' were all grades in by Feb. 18th. 
billdestinedtoprovidesuchptotectionhas the solu~ions Holtzman ·a~.vocafed. Holtz- Commenting on her ne~ positi n at -
iieen spohsored 6y ~ a woman politician. mart ·stated that she considers the Supreme Ohio . State, -Prof. Erickson praised the 
Holtzman encouragaj all present .to be-_ Court's position on abortion ·to. be correct, ·· school's library facilities, . its policy of 
come · personally involved in the political and expressed regret at the Congress' at- ·, grapting s~er research grants, and the · 
· ~ _ · · , tempts 'to restrict . the abortion right to · · lighter teaching loads, which allow profes-
ERA:.Endangered. . - those. who can afford to pay for it. The i sors more re~~arch time. ,She ~xpects to 
. · 'Rep. Holtznia~- further _noted tliat.' ~Con~sswoman_ ~ addressed the issue ·:z: ,,teach the same courses at Ohio State as she 
much that ·has been- done is in danger-of .of sex-stereotypmg m the ~ of ha7.ard- 0 teaches here. _ 
being undone if ·current .challenges to the· · ous· work. Although women of chl!d-bear- { Prof. Ericks_on expressed sorrow ...at 
ERA extension ar~ successful ... The -1:>e- _ .. ing age are prevented fron_i working in cer~ Pi-or; N~cy Erickson - leaving the friends she has among faculty 
,Partment_ of. Justice, she said, is J)la)'.lllg > tain. hazardous ·areas, therr male counter- '. _ . . : . . x ".' • and students. She· feels that, "the student 
.politics, instead of _yigorously oefending • parts are not. Holtzman suggested ihat the, . : ~y; f>rl,>f, l!.:nc..!<5?n'. who_ teach~ body is excellent, lively,.and interested" at 
the extension. She. expressed the belief proper solution would be to clean up the· .Constitutio~.Law·3:11d Family Law, dis- NYLS. In addition, New York City has . 
.that th'e·_.ERA extension was. within tl.!e work place and make it safe for all workers, agreed vehemently with the ~<:hool!s policy been her home for almost fifteen years. She 
W'ers ~f Congress, and w~ consti._tu- menaswellas~omen. Questioned~toher on t:nure, (see lf:QC(~TAS, Nov.i 1979). In had purchased a home in the Park Slope: · 
• , Since however 'the challenge is be- position on the ISsue of draft (selective ser- partic~, the decision by the Board of section of Brooklyn only six mop ths ago. 
aired before a court ~hose imparµality . vice} reg{stratjon:.Jor women, Holtzman Trustees .to req~·her to-be re-evalua~ed, Since she .does-not plan to sell the house, · 
·mbject to ·serious questfon, Holtzman· eornrnented, "f don't.think artybod_.y sho~d :3ther than t<_Jy se the previous favorable she joked,_ 01'm· the only person in the 
ag~ed-thatlfotters of protest be sent to. be~, .. " A country, snesa.1d, wliicli recommendat~on by_- th~ faculty, had country who.will have a va~tion home in 
ustice Departm.ent and the PresideJ!t. _ ( please tu~·n to. page seven)_ . p1"9mpted ':EncksQn to seek new employ~ . Brooklyn." . 
t"· 
P1_1ge.2t; ,,., E9~~S\ 
-------------News~/n..:Brief-·: · " -~-- ·,~-;~----~·~- -- ~---~--,,-., -- ,. .. ,. ,~_:.~"--·· 
, _ • • 1• . I: • I "- ,-•• .~ I.. -t• 
Bermuda .Anyone? 
Previous SBA Party 
In an effort to invigorate the often Warwick,, all meals, and $100.00 spending 
poor to non-existent social life at NYLS, money. · -
the Student Bar Association and the Inter- Sound simple? The one hitch is that 
national Law Society ,have announced a the winning couple must be prepared to 
Bermuda Party for the mid-semester depart immediately. It is strongly recom-
break. The tentative date is set for Tues- mended that all participants arrive at -the 
day, April 1, at 8:00 p.m. in the Student party with suitcases'.in hand. The-runner-· 
Lounge of 47 Worth Street.- up will receive ·round-trip subway fare to 
E 
'- ·~. .. .. ~ - -
C Notice: ,census~: Disclosure 
~ ~ :; . -. r:. . • • ..... .•. iC 
_ Under the Family E4ucational Rights and Privacy Act (FE~PA), all inst!tti-
tions of higher education are p~luded from disclosing information contained~ 
•. a student's education ~cords withoutthe COllS.ent of the student: An-exception 
in this statute IS ~rmed "directory information" (rebtirig to names and 
addrP.sses). - . ~, . :.. ~ . 
"'!{e have been 11.Sk;-a to CQOperate-with the U.S. Census B~au by m~g. · 
-av~Jiable to it eacb student's riarile and address. .. 
It is the intention of. New 'York Law School to' ~h-stbe names and 
addresses of each.student to-that governmental agency or any other governmen-· 
tal agency requiring same. • '. . . . . "'' -
. If you feel that you.do not wish such discl~ure to be made, it is'necessary for 
you to inform me, in writing; of such refusal no later than February 29, 1980. 
- - · -· . ' . · . · - Arnold-H. Graham 
ViceDean _. I L-----=-_ N-YL:;..:;..·' ; :s..;:;;..;:' : ~;..:._-~D-. e-n--'-ie_s ____ -~;...._n-on--g-d-0-in-
0 
g-,--s _ __, 
An answer has been filed by New York . who is ·black, along with other minority 
Law School in the pending discrimination students have been the target of discrim-
lawsuit commmenced by -.former student inatory practices_. .} 'he C!>mplaint alleges a 
Irene Leverson. failure of faculty members to give out 1/3 
Denials of the claim , that the s_chool point. adjustments on final grades to mi~ 
failed to support programs which, if in- norities, together with a failure to maintain 
stituted, the co~plaint stated, "would in- an' open door policy for these students. It 
suj-e her success." Allegations that the fa- further alleges that professors' believe 
culty practiced racial 'discrimination were . "blacks and other minorities are inferior to 
Now, you may wonder, what is a Coney Island, plus sufficient funds for a -
Bermuda Party? It is a rather simple idea sumptuous repast at Nathan's . . 
alsp denied. The school's .defense is that -· white 'students and are o~~ enrolled be-
Leverson failed to state a claim upon which cause of burdensome federal regulations." 
relief may be granted. . - - . Leverson seeks rei~state~ent in 
that has existed for some time in college · As for the rest of us, there , will be 
communities. The admission price of $10. 00 sufficient · liquid libation (beer) and music 
per couple buys one night of festivities and (hopefully a live steel-drum band) to fill the 
a chance to win an all-expense paid vaca- entire evening and cure any dashed hopes. 
tion for two to the romantic island of Even at ten bucks a clip, tickets will evapo-
Bermuda. Included in the prize is round- rate quickly, due to the limited supply. Th-
trip airfare betwen JFK and Bermuda, ac- ose daring souls who-are interested should 
commodations for four days and three watch for advertiseml:!nts pos~ throug~-






e ;· RESTAT~MENTS 
.·. .. 
• -.!REVIEW BOOKS 
• AND ALL OTHER SCHOOL -NEEDS 
*·* NOW A\tAlt.ABtE * * 
N~ LS'.' T2Sfilhs ·. 
*~* ~~**************** : 
SPECIAL _NOTE: iHf STUDENT BAR 
ASSOCIATION OF NYLS RECEIVES A · 
PERCENTAGE 017- GIL'S BUSINESS 
* * * * * * ** * * * ·* * * * *)~* * * * * -,.,._ 
COME•,1N, ,SIJ.,10.0WN;··8ELAX 
IN ·THl;-BASEM~N;f."/OF, 
47 WORTH SlrREET' ... 
... ' J.,._ . . 
M J & K -C0MPANY , . 
. -- It! • 
~- Leye.rson, who holds a doctorate in _the school, tbe. purging of all refertmce to 
education from Columbia University, was the dismissal, and one-million dollars ~ 
dismissed from· the school in August 1978~- damages stemming from a claim of mental 
for "academic deficiency'.' because her anguisp, painrahd suffering, loss ·of self.: 
grades dropped below the requisite 2.Q respect', insomnia, natisei' and other re-
G.P.A. - . ' . iated ills. . 
The complaint' states tjiat Leverson, -Risa Cohen 
. Have a Tei:lan{ _Colllpla,iMt? 
The New York State Consumer Pro- comm.unities,' have suffered some -of-the 
tection . Board has beerl mo'nitoring com- worst abuses as tenants. In order. to de-
, plaints in the landlord-tenant area and has termine other areas of the law which must 
announced that it wilt be drafting leg1sla- be strengthened ½>f.Pn;>~~t tenants, th~ 
tion creating ,"A Tenant's Bill of Rights." Board is interested in receiving student 
_ The new law would,prohibit such common complaints, .--suggesfio~, ancl copies .of · 
. practices .as: putting void or illegal clauses their leases. Those~students who are. in-
into leases to mislead tenants, withholding , terested in pi:o~ their tenant rights 
~ securitY, deposit_s after .the lease has ended, or who have tenant _complaints should send 
and eptering tenants' apartments for "ins- all relevant material to the New York State 
pections" with no. prior notice to·the ten- Conswner Protection , Board, Adv.ocacy 
ants. . Unit, 99 Washington Avenue, Albany; . ")•· . ,. . 
---.The Board has noted that many stu- ,New York, 12210. Confidentiality shall be 
d_ents, as temporary residents· of colle~ respected. :_ De~nis T. Gagnon 
· · LaWyers Make Better Motions, --
The Legal Association- fot: Women Make Be~ter Motions." They are selling for -
(LAW) is presently selling T-Shirts as a • six dollars each 9r _two foi: ten dollars. Red .. 
furidraiser. The procee.ds from the sale will •· nightshirts with the same logo are avail-
be used to fund LAW members going to tbe " able in the 47 Worth Street lounge or in t he 
' htn N'ational Gonference on Women and LAW office (R~m 209, 47 Worth) for sev-
the Law inSan Francisco,~California. .en dollars or two for twelve dollars. -. 
· The logo on the T-Shirts ·is "Lawyers · · ' · · - C~I Schlein . 
. ' . . ' , ~ 
l -· y-'· -
-~ 
-- ..... -• ....... _ - -- -
Open rl - 7.am_ to 9pm -· - Bar 
7am. to 4pm- Dining Room . . 
Western Union BiJjlding 
_( corner Worth and Q:ud.$Qg .Streets.;)'· 
'Take OufOrders (227-5273) 
'=- --'- ... ~ - - • 
~icliar<!, , & _ Harrison _Join Faculty · 
~ Dean's_ Day l>IaDile~ Fo~ ·March 8th by Risa Cohen Starting _ this semester, New York 
Law School welcomes twd new pt"Ofessors 
t.o the faculty: l:\tor. Richard, former United 
Kingdom representative to the.United Na- · 
tions, and Harrison j. Goldin, 'Comptroller · 
-of the-City QfNew York. ' 
. Prof. Richard m appointed ·Ambas-.· 
aador, and Pennanent ... Representative of 
the United-Kingdom to tlie United Nations 
in March, 1974. ~vor Seward Richard was 
. educated at Pembroke College; Oxford, 
where ·he was ~ Wightwick Sch~lar. He 
received his degree in Jurisprudence, 
~ the Bar. in !955: arid later became a . 
· by Risa Cohen \ Match Grant . . . 
On March 8, the 20th Annual Dean's A $50,00Q Challenge Matching Grant 
Qay and Symposia wilf 'be held ~t the · has been established by a graduate of 
Waldorf Astoria. Thechairmanthisyearis -NYLS for ·this year's Annual Fund. !The 
the Hon. Eli Wager. Prof. Otto.L. Walter grant will match dollar for dollar any new 
'54 will be the recipient of the· Distin- gift or increased gift up-to and-~cluding 
· _guisbed·Aluninus Award._, $1,000 donated to the law school by June 
The morning activities will consist of 30, · 1980. The monies raised by the Fund 
three conc~nt paQels: Contested-Es- are used for scholarsltlp assistance. 
tat.es; moderated.by Prof. ~oseph.Arenson; · ~ Legal Education 
Cross Examination in Criminal - Cases, The Alumni Association will be 
moderated liy Lorin Duckman '73; and Spe-; sponsoring the third in a series of · four 
cial Evidentiary Problems in Matrirnoniai ' seminars . in its . "Continuing Legal Educa-
Case , moderated bi Prof. Norman A: .tion_Program; on Tuesday February.26th 
· Sneresky. ~. · at 5:30. · : 
Queen's Couns_el. H~ has been an active 
member-of· the Labour Party, and was a · 
Labour Party Member cd' Parliament for . 
t.en years. · · past years, he had been an investment 
· Prof. Richard has a long history of · counsellor with a number of firms . .and a 
goY-ernment .service .. He_,was a delegate to membei,ofthe New York State Senate for 
the Assembly of the Council of Europe and eight years: on the. latter of which he-was 
to the Western Euro~ Union; he also active -in the Finance Committee. He has 
served as Parliamentary Private ~ lectured at Columbia . University- Law 
tary to the Secretary of State for Defense, Scho~l, and currently teaches a course . 
· A luncheon will be held in the after- The .panel will .focus on "Problems 
noon where the Hon, Jack B. Weinstein, Arisi_!lg in the· Administration of Estates 
U.S. District Court, Eastern District of under $500,000."-The chairperson will be 
New York, will speak .The Alumnus Roger Martin '70. The pan_elists include 
A ward will be presented at that time, Prof. Joseph Arenson, Phillip Berkerman 
· The Alumni Association encourages ' '63, Paul S. Forst.en '76 and Elia Karban. 
students to attend; student tickets are avail-. The .program is free to students and '75-79 
able for $10.00.-Please cop.tact the Alumni alumni. There is a charge to all others of 
Office.· $5.00. · and Parliapientary Under-Secretary for here iri Munici~ Financing. 
Defense. In adµition, fie was opposition .-~--~--~--.... ~=~~---....... """""' ..... "'""""!~~~~~~~~--~---~---~~~~ 
,wokesperson in the Hause of Commons on 
Broadcasting Posis and _'l'ele..communica-
tions, and l>epartrµent Spokesperson of. 
· Foreign Affairs. Most recently, he was ap-
pointed Chairperson of th!! Geneva Confer-
ence on Rhodesia; in 1976. ~ 
At present, he is a member of the Na-
tional Union of Ge~ Municipal Work-
ers, the Fabian Society, the Society: of 
Labour Lawyers and the Royal Institute of 
fnt.ernational affairs. This semester,. Prof. 
Richards holds classes in International Or-
gani7.ations and Crimiruµ.Law. 
Goldin Joins Facuity · 
Harrison J. Goldin,· received his ~- . 
dergraduate education at Princeton Uni-
versity. He later attended Harvard Uni-
versity Graduate School, ·where: he was a . 
Woodrow.Wilson Fellow. Prof. Goldin re-
ceived his LL.Bat Yale Law Scliool;- he 
served as Articles Editor of the Law Jour-
.nal ~d was awarded the prestigious Order 
oftlieCoif. 
Prof: Goldin has been ~ted. with 
the .U:S. Department of Justice and with 
the !}rm of Davis; Polk-and War_dwell. In 
Prof. Ho1J,Ored 
By Celeste Dowici Miller 
Justice.Ernst H. Rosenberger, State 
:-Supre!Jle Court Justice and Adjunct Pro-
. fessor at New York l,aw ScJiool, was hon- · 
o for his outstanding work in the field of 
criminal law education by the Criminal 
Justice Section of the New York·Bar As-
- sociation at a luncheon at the New York 
Hilton on Thursday .January 24, 1980. 
Professor ~senberger, a popular 
lecturer at the New York Bar Assn. , the 
New· Yol"k Women's· Bar Assn., and the 
New York Police Department, is noted for · 
instituting a program to educate "18-B At-
torneys" (attorneys who serve as court ap-
pointed counsel to indig~nts under the pro-
vision of County Law 18). At NYLS the 
Judge_teaches the clinic""Administration of 
- GriminalJustice"; students meet in class or 
a weekly basis as well as intern.in a pro-
secutor's. office. 
· Other award recipients were Gov-
mior Hugh Carey, U.S. AttQrney Robert 
Fiske, Justice PeterJ. McQuillan, D~puty 
Polf..ce Commissioner Kenneth Conboy, 
Until a few years ago no one Second, in return _for the Third, there has been a con-
·thought· about . a bar review •.benefit of assured enrollments · scious effort by BRC and Ma-
, course before · their senior · and _anticipated lower market-- rin<r.Joseplison/BRC to re-
,_ ....... · year. T~day, __ however, close . ing costs, the_ BRC course ha~ move psychological 1mpedi-
to half of all t}lose taking developed an extrem~ly attrac- -ments to early enrollment· by 
1 courses emoll in their first or· t1ve package -.~th the Center , allowing free transfer to any 
• second year o(law school and ·. for 'Creative Educational Se_r- ·BRC course in. the country in 
· early enrollments fa at least vices (CES) called ijational ,the senior y~ar (for_the student 
one major bar review course Alliance to Fight . Inflation . who is not sure what .state he 
-:- .the Josephson BRC- (Mari- (NAFI), which provides im- or she will practice in), and a 
no~Josephson/BRC in - New mediate ~benefits tha! sub- no penalty withdrawal for stu-
4 ·,, York) - are at an unprece- stantially ~xceed. the required. dents who drop QUt or fail out 
· dented rate. There are ·thre_e · deposit .. The newest program of law school. 
.' apparent reasop.s for tl!_is de- (terminating Mai'ch.21 in most 
velopment none of which liaye. · states) provides . a generguf Another factor . which" has 
anything to do with. prep- assortment of study aids arid undoubtedly contributed to 
aration for the bar exam itself. · cash discounts which many the early enrollment momen-
. first year law students have tum is the increasing reputa-
. · First, more and more law. found to be irresistible. ' ,. 
stuaents are looking atiead at • tion of the BRC courses and 
the spir~irig costs of legal-ed- CES materials and tap_es.-Spe-
ucation in general, and bar re- For a payme.nt of- $50 cial impartial studies done by 
view courses in particular. (which will be fully credited law school administrators 
Over the last three years tui-· toward bar review tuition), the have consistently_ shown that 
tion costs ot bar revjew student receives free first year J3RC .students outperform 
courses have risen between outlines in four major areas . others at each level of class 
20_30070 ($IOO-.$l 50) .in most (Contracts, .Criminal Law, standing. Much of this success 
• ·states and the next three years Criminal Procedure and is attributed to BRC's unique 
could be worse. Under special Torts), . a fr~ ca~sette ta~ · Programmed Learning System 
early enrollment programs, - program on • How t~ , Wnte (PLS) and its emphasis on 
students. (with only a mod- .. Law Sch~ol Exams, . two writing and testing skills. As a 
erate ileposit) actually roll . 50o/!I cash coupons on .Sum & result-, in 1980, BRC expects 
back tuition <;osts lo less than Substance of Law tapes to enroll over 14,000 students 
1979 •c~s (~orth about $30) and a n·ationwide. At the same time, pr, · Preferred Student Discount the CES Sum· & Substance se-
In New York, for example,_ Card entitling the student to a ries of books .and iapes has 
this means that a student en~ - 10% ·cash ·discount on all CES gained widespread recognition 
rolling early will pay only $325 purchases made from a _CES among bot.h law- students· and 
as against a likely $495 tuition or BRC office . . Moreover, the , teachers as the finest law study 
in 1981~.and $525 tuition in s·tudent can exchange the four aids available. ~ · 
·1982. In New J ersey and first year outlines for another 
Pennsylvania (where fewer four outlines in the second 
subjects are tested), the early .year. at · no extra cost. The 
enrollee may receive the value -of the outlines and dis-
course for $250 (Basic Course) ·e:.ounts exceeds ·$10Q -and the 
or '$325 (PLS Course) repre- ability to roll back the bar 
senting at least a $100 savings course tuition probably saves 
from 1981 prices: well over $100. 
/ 
Whatever the reasons, how-
ever, the facts are clear: more . 
and more first year students 
are thinking ahead and ~nroll-
ing in BRC courses now. 
., . ~ stl'len Ba~ ,~_R~~{l.~~. 
National Law Journal, Washington u.t.;. 
attorney Helen Bocllim and A.D.A.- J ~~e 




Page4 ;"',.,,:,~.}' ~. ·.-:· ~ ' .. _\ -EQUITAS 
Part One: 
Real .Facts of Legal Labor . 
Moot-. Court Board Plans 
Active Competitive Schedule 
By Jerome D. Maryon 
Recent reports have indicated a sur-
feit of law school graduates seeking legally- . 
related employment. This problem is 
particularly bad in New York City and 
grows worse with time. An issue arises as 
to whether law schools have a duty to dis-
close this tsituation or whether the prospec-
. tive students have a duty to ipquire. Since 
- the financial investment is substantial, it is 
important to know'who bears the burden. 
The Fiction · 
The January edition of The American 
Lawyer featured an article on the problem 
of placement; Steven Brill, author of the 
article and editor of the newspaper, fo-
cused upon the plight of a 1979 graduate of 
NYLS, Wendy Small (a ·pseudonym). 
"For six months now, Small has been put-
ting in 12-hour days." Small finished near 
the top third of her class, has fine· recom-
mendations and contacts, and yet she has · 
not been able to find a job. Brill used the 
example of Small to underscore the tight-
. ening job market and the extreme lengths 
to which graduates must go. This search is 
not facilitated by what the article deemed 
an inadequate placement office. 
Brill observed that Small is "one of 
thousands of surprised, disillusioned vic-
tims of a glut of lawyers in the market~ 
place." Small is depicted as one of the bet-
ter graduates of NYLS. If Placement 
could not help her, then what awaits the 
marginal student? Among other figures, 
Brill characteriz.ed an estima~ 40 to 60 
percent of the school's class of'J9 as unem-
ployed. The conclusions appear grim from 
this report. 
Research, however, has shown that 
_ Brill's figures for our class of '79 do not 
correlate with the actual statistics (given 
below). In addition, several of the people 
interviewed in the article, including Dean 
Bruce and placement officials in neighbor-
ing schools, allege consistent misquotation 
by Brill. Our own Placement Director, 
·. Lynn Strudler, has similar complaints re-
garding her short telephone contact with 
him; no interview was conducted at her 
·· office. 
More significantly, only a part of 
Small's story was told. She did not begin 
job }:iunting until after she .failed the bar 
exam. Everi then she did obta4ijob offers, 
though none matched her desires. She is 
employed now. 
The editor implied that the lack ofreli: 
able data in his expose was due to the elu~ 
siveness of deans and placement officials; 
apparently, no one wished to speak with 
Mr. Steven Brill. Durilig this .reporter's . 
work on this article, Brill, too, has re- · 
mained upavailable. Ironically, on the 
same page as the artic_le, the publisher· 
chose to complain that both attorneys and 
~rs of ''The American Lawyer" refer 
To Section B & Section C 
Class of 1980: 
All those Interested In at-
tending a graduation party at the 
end of the sp_ring semester 
please contact Gerald Grow In 
the Equltas office. · Leave your 
name, address, phone number 
and class section. 
. · - ., EQUITAS 
57 Y(orth S~reet · 
New York, NewYork:10013 
by Scott Batterman 
This semester marks what rru>y well 
, · be the busiest schedule -or events ever con-
ducted by the Moot Court Executive 
·Board. 
Most significantly, this year~ heralds 
the return of the Robert f. Wagner Me~10-
-_rial Labor Law Moot Court Competitfan, . 
after a one year hlatus. This ~mpetition, 
which will be held at NYLS in March, is the 
largest single congregation of ·its ~d in 
the country. Over sixty teams from all 'over 
.: the country, representing m9re than forty 
~ law schools, will compete. NYLS will, · of 
:i;i course, be represented by two . teams of 
1 students. • . · 
~- Recently, Board members Richard 
Lynn Strudler - Robins and Daniel Schneider competed in . 
to it as a "gossip sheet." They may have- a the regional round of the Texas Moc.It Trial· 
point. , Competition at Hofstra Law Scho_ol. They 
--' The Facts · · - were, unfortunately, eliminated in the first 
The figures for the class of_~ are now · round by the eventual winner, B95ton 
Paul Capofari, best oral advocate in last 
year's Ha"rlan competition i; coordinat-
ing this year's team. 
available. Froin: a total of 357 graduates, College. . . 
the 85 night students were dele~d; -of _the ~ter t_his month, two teams of Board Exchange Act, when there is a mo_re direct 
272 day students, 83.5 percent were con- members will attend competitions outside cause of action § 18 of that Act. These are 
tacted. 9.2 percent of this latter •group the New York area. VictorHassine,Judith the -issues that were presented in Rosa v. 
failed the Bar exam; the National Bar As- Dugan, and James Flarinagan will travel to · A.H. Robins, recently _decided by the See-
sociation has established the · practice, Chapel Hill, North Carolina for the J. ond Circuit Court of Appeals, and expected 
which NYLS follows, of deletiµ~ _ the -Braxton Craven, Jr. ~emo~ Moot Court to be appealed to the Supreme Court • . 
percentage· who :failed the bar from the Competition. The -team will~ arguing a _The Board will also be sending a team 
overall employment profile. Of _the · 74.3 constitutional law problem which involves • ~the Albert R. Mugel Tax Competition, in 
percent of the respondents who therefore the power of a state to prevent.the-mar.;_ Buffalo, N.Y~0 Although the team has mt 
passed the bar, approximately T,l8 percent · riage of a person who is mildly retarded; . been sel~ as.of the time of this writing, 
-currently are fully employed. 13 percent and the s~ding ~fa minister to contest there has been.agreat deal ofihtere!Jt ex-
have remained unemployed or. have given .._ the law, wnen that law has never bee1_1- pressed in this competition by members of 
. up their first job; 3.5 percent have part- enforced. Three other students will attend . the NYLS student body who are mtersted 
time legal jobs; 3 percent are in• full-time the ' National Administrative l.~_w in careers in tax .law. As a_ result,-a team 
graduate programs; 1.5 percent ip tempor- Co!1)petition . in sce_nic Dayton, Ohio. The will be11eiected entirely from students~ 
ary: li!~ position,s; :o._5 percenk)i,r~A ~ , ~~ :§tu~~ ts,. -~i~. ~ P;aji; arenotmembersof.theMootCourt&a_,t4 
ceased; and 4.5 percent are in full-tim~ jobs . Gajewski, ~and EQCJ_IT AS Senior Editor anc -~hortly before ·exams: the Board will ent.er 
that are not law-related. Such jobs run the noted football referee Scott Batterman, wiI yet another team in the ABA Orals. 
gamut from an e lected politicimi, an actor, be discussing ·the powe; of the Food anc ·The &ard is also holding its. an1!!J81 
a Long Is~d Railroad Conductor~ 2 New ·orug Administration to ban a food addi· John M.-:Harlan Moot Court Competition;-
York City ~man and 1 police officer,-to 2 tive, which is esse~tial to the.!-bakery in from which next year's national team~ 
self-employed (1 in insurance and 1 in pub- dustcy, witbout 'first conducting a cost ~be selected. The Board extends an invita! 
lishing) and . 1 public. relations man for._ "benefit analysis to determine the impact ol tion to all second year students, including 
Pl,a,yboy. Th~ defuritio!l of legal employ- · that ban. . - _ . , .. M MYA's from the class of 1982, to compete 
ment similarly covers a wi,de spectrum, Near the end of tlMf semes~r, ~rt this year: An invitation is also exte:pded to 
from associate to law ~erk . Obrentz, Stephanie .Baranof- and David all mem& rs of the NYLS community io 
In the next issue: Interviews with :~ Doyaga will represent NYLS atFordhain's - ~attend the various practice.xounds for the 
other metropolitan law schools, adyice Kaufman Securities Law Competition. The · teams preparing to go to natjonal c"bmpeti-
from De~n Bruce and the Placement Office, issues involved are whether a s11,it niay be, tfons, and to atte_nd the rounds of the 
and some follow-up on the, central issue). · -broug~t under§ lO(b) of the 1934 Sec~ties Harlan. -
Theatre in a Tavern 
. - . 




Old'New York Gtill 
f34 Reade St. · 
·New York, ·New York 
1 Block North of Chambers St. 
· SATs:-at 7:30, 10:30 PM SUNS at 7:30 PM 
Starting March 22 . ' 
Reservations Necessary: 22~928. 
BAR and.'OINNER. AVA ILABLE 
- TI_CKETS $3.00 . -. . ~-

'cl,},,' page-i; -:- ·-~ . -.·~ ·· 
# ~ ·+ ? #- J, 
Job:·Pan'el 
by James Gelb 
The International Law Society, in co-
operation with the Placement Office, will 
hold a pariel discussion on "Opportunities in 
International Law." Charles Sturcken ('80) · 
will moderate_ the panel, to . be held at 
NYLS on February 20th, at 4:30. 
Job opportunities for aspiring interna-
tional lawyers will be discussed by Mary 
McLoud, Attorney-Advisor to the U.S. 
State Department, Eileen Lach . of Am-
nesty International, and Mr. Sturcken, 
who will represent the U.N., where he is 
presently employed. In addition, Lynn 
Strudler of the Placement Office, and Mr. 
Sturcken hope to provide as speakers re-
cent NYLS alumni who are practicing in 
various areas ofinternationallaw. 
Topics will include opportunities in 
both public and private international law, 
with private corporations and international 
. organizations. In the planning stage is a 
discussion of international copyright law. 
Collector wants CLASS rings (~01: 
lege, others) marked. "K" wanted, 
any condition. Paying: Small $15, 
Medium $20, Large $40 more. Buy-
ing all "K" marked jewelry, chains, 
etc. Jmmediate . payment. Keep 
sake, 7109 Circleview, St. Louis, 
Missouri 63123 
< UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT"' : 
We now Cater Parties! 
·NYLs· students O • 
w.e.lcome as al~ays 
_ New York City's Summer ·Manage- issues confronting the City; August-22, l~.,Int&ns 'are e~ted ~ 
be available fro~ the iatter part of May, 
placement interviews and for one-day ~ 
· ientation. 
-! All interns w_prk a 35 hour wee~ 
are paid effective June -16, 1980. The sti 
pend for the•tel). week program is $1,500, 
paid on a bi-weekly basis . . 
ment Intern Progtam offers up to 100 col- -• Applications will be evaluated for aca-· 
lege seiors and graduate students the op-; deinic performance, 'extracurricular activ-
portunity to work iri City governmeµt for ities and wor~ experience which demon-
IO weeks. As intern,s, students work with strate the student's\!apacity toworkeffec-
management and supervisory -staff taking tively in a City agency. The ability to write 
part in the executive, line operation or spe- clearly will. also be ah important factor in 
cial program functions which make up inu- .evaluating applications. "•; · ' 
nicipal government. -.Jnternship , assign- ~ Eligibility Requirements 
ments are offered in• a variety of City ; ~ · All students inust have a permanent Applicatfons"and requests. for furtb 
agencies anaMayoral offices so that interns ~ home address within New York City and, information should i: be addressed 
can select an assignment which most close- must be fully matriculated seniors or grad~ Director, Summer Management- ln· 
ly fits their talents, skills, and c~r goals. uate students for the·Fall 198;0 term. 
0
They Program} Department of .Personnel, 32· 
Students in graduate management, urban , may .be enrolled in out-of~town schools as Worth 'St~t; New York, · New.' fo 
planning, law as well as liberal arts, science well as schools in New.York City. Former 10013, Telephone (212) 566-3952. 
and business undergraduate curricuia are -summer, Management Interns and New '· · 'Applications must be postmarked no· 
encouraged to apply. The internship. will York Urban Fellows are not eligible. later than March '!5, _-1980. Applicants will 
include a seminar series designed to give ~ - Additional Informatioµ · Qe notified of their acceptance by mail ,in 
the participants a broad overview of major _ , Internships hegin · Jipte 16 ai:id .. end the latter part of•April. - ?. 
• > ~ ·• •- -•- r. • - • - • • . ••· • ~ • • 'Ii ,> I ,a 
:1:❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖•~:;:.❖❖❖❖❖❖❖•;;'<-~•❖❖❖❖----;; ... ;-t+)❖:~❖--~=-;;'°"°'❖❖❖❖•~❖d•~❖❖-X-:•❖❖❖❖❖,O.-C-❖❖,O.~❖❖, 
.:i: > • :1_--0 p ·r-, 1.r. f!!nf~FIZZB_Sr~,~ 'cl:t e ' ijl. rf~~ \14-i l1.l7·;~~~1 · ' i 
••• : • ... J l,:a ~ -;- -=ti~, - q ... t ":I! f : 
:~: Frozen pizza .has become an closest to meeting-its standard .f2r , .~· StQ_uffer's ~ -~ncft Bread t 
::: American staple. In the Middle ... , pizza. Celantano, p}'.Odui ed· in -Ver- " Cheese .J>izza, Stouffer Foods, Sol- · ;;; 
,} West, it's the No. 1 froren food. Na- ona. N.J., is the secorid~bp-gest- on, Ohio; $1.75 for 10¼ ounces; 17 i 
::: tionally, it is fourth in popularity a~ . selling-pizza in tlie New York.mar- cents per ounce. Bread tasted stale,-- · ♦ 
:~: the frozen food counter, accounting ~. ket, following Ellio's ,Piu.a of Lodi, · sauce __ was blano! no discernible £ 
:t _ for some $621 million in sales. ·N.~. ~~eral ~~list!, selected _cheese flavor to the"t~pping. ?hemi- ♦ 
t ' Although New Yorkers are.en- Bwtoru pizza, of South .Hackensack, ... cal taste, flavor· of.stale garlic pow- · + 
::: . thusiastic consumers of the sidewalk "N :J., .as a ~cond favorite .. :lol{~•s _ der. Most expensive pizza sampled. · t 
•;· slice, with a pizreria on almost every Fib, ·of Cal~t City, Ill. ; was a • Celeste Cheese Pizza, Quaker + 
~: street corner, they still have an unanimous choice for last p~. _ Oats Company, Chicago; $1:09 for 7~ ~: : 
~: enormous appetite for supennarket · The panelists concluded that in ounces; -17 cents per ounce. The · i 
:!:' pizzas. New York is the country's _ selecting a frozen pizza, ·cons~ers freshest looking' of.·thqse sampled, · l 
••:~: largestsin~le_marketforfrozenp~ ~ ~hotild_loo_k_foronewithabrief_lis~of · with a go.od .. -~t. Yet·t.opp~g was i 
t · and New Yorkers consume $33 mil- ingredients, preferably one made of . b~.and ordinary, top shiny•and t 
-:· lion worth of, the crusty, cheese- . .nothing but · dough, tomatoes and oily:-lookingonce baked . No discerni- · i 
y .. - ·- ,, ... - -f . .,.::to.Pped c~tions. . · ,;·• :, lllOZUi,rella.1.Those ,witp the-shortest , ... ble_cheeseJlavor. ,., ,_: • ~ ... :!-,,~ --
:~ . • ~!. - .. Recently The New York Times list of ~.nts gen_eraJJy .,.present · _ - Tree Tavern ~,Ch~ Pjzza; a, · 
:!: gathered a ~etof~te1:'j,o,sample ., . . -th~::~st nut,ntiona1buy ~ wep, con- ,111 " Tree Tavern,Chee~·Products; P~t-
" '~· the 10 top-selling p1Z7.as m the.New · . taining about 250 calon~.} pet 3½- , ~erson, N.J. $1.75 for.16 o~ces; 11 - · i 
❖ -Yoi:_k area and found thatfew of the . .ounce ~g, and proviffing about , 1 cents per ounce. The most home- , i 
::: pies had ·much in common with one-fourthth~aailylleedfor~. ,,._ti madelookingofthefrozenssampled, " f ± _' classic pm. ·Even the favoz:ed fro- Among-others, the".taste"~el with-rattractiye crust and topping: 
: ·zens_~ere judged~ be o~ fair. All . . · included W"I?' ~~d~rg, o~r o~f . ~ - much yet de~vered littl~, iii  
;:: were Judged according to as~· GJldberg's ~na m. Manhattar}, with b!and flavor, no hint of tomato-!!! 
. ,.;. for classic pizza. That _!s, pizm pie and Mi~ Losurdo, who has_Jieen or~. - . . . 
: should have a distinct taste' of ... to- making mozmrella cheese since he- Buitonl Cheese Pizza, BuitonL 
. : matoes and_ mo~na: with th(! .~i was 7 years .old. ~Mr. Losurdo im- Foods Corporation, South Hacken- , ,~-I: flavo~ married, not merged: 'f!!jc'\r . ports and· markets ingredients for · r. sack, ~N.J: , $1,29 "for~15 ounces;, 9 -
: crusts sh~uld be crisp but !).ot dpr. If • the pizza ~~1 , " · cents per .ounce. Tlie panel's ~nd 




·woRTH AND LEONARD 
. ~f.: . 
Hard: Liq~o;·· ~; 
· ·i spiced, the flavor should be of.fresh, it The· following p~ we,re U s- favorite, with a well-risen, yeasty 
:;· herbs and spic;es. Garlic. salt and ted and are,Jjsted in order of the riom- crust, a touch of spi~ess, rich t~ 
? garlic powder have nothing to do pany'sshareofsalesintheN~w ... York : matoflayor, cheesethatnielteg.with-
..., "th--1 • " .... c· ke ' a ·- lla ' . ,❖ • · wi ~pizµ. . . " • .1tymar t: · . out·co . psmg._ 
: · · Since nearly 8P percent of the ,,. . Ellio's Cheese Pizza', 11-Ellio's \. Jeno's Cheese Pizza 12 Pak, t ' pizza COJlSllllled ,in the New York ,f l>im 'Division; 'Purex Corporation, r, Jeno's Inc.•; Duluth,, Minn. $1.85 ,for i . area is straight cheese~ pizza,. the . __ Lodi, N.J. $1.69 fQr..,.16 ounces; 11. . 24 10.wices;. 8 cents per ounce: Tiny 
J'. sampling included only cheese pizza. · " cents per ounce. Extremely O bland, . · individual pizzas t!i,.e size of an Eng-
f Each was baked according to~- · ~g more lijce a"" slice of•.toast lish muffin. Offered no pizza .flavor 
l age directions and sampl~ fre~h · ,covered with t.Qmatoes. No discerni~ with a s:weet-tasting ch~se, strong 
- ,:i: from the oven. All were judged for ~ hie cheese flavot ;'~ crackerlike crust ·•chemical aftertaste. . .-
t- eye appeal, aroma, flavor and tex- . inappmpriateforpiz'i..a. ,,.., ." ·John's Original Cheese ~za. 
l !lire. . Celan~.Home ·Style Pizza, A.J.P. · Food Products,..-. Calumet 
t Manyofthepiz7.assampledcon- Celantano Brothers, Verona, N.J.; ' :. City, Ill., $1.39 for 13 ounces; 11 
i: tained ingrediehts ,totally inappro- . $1.29 for 12~ounces; !f~cents per cents per ounce. Unanimously 
j pria~forp~. Ellio's, :foiins!,aJlce, _ · o~ce. The"'o~y pizza to.con~ an" ·judged tp~ worst of 1~ pizzai sam- . 
~: con~ed no mozzarella ~eese, only expiratio~"' date, ,_ which was . May pl¢, with .a sracia;.rlike crust"'·inap- · 
,:, a bnght yellow cheddar. The ingre-... 1980 . . Unanimous favorite of taste propriate for p-. . The llavor of 
; - dients label o~ Stouffer's -~nch- panel, which found dough prope~ly chemicals.overpowered any taste of 
~: ~read~ listed corn syrup, a COJ?i- . buoyant and yeasty' tol!)atoes cheese or tomatoes;- ' ' . - . 
:~: '' mon~~eetener, thirdinalong~ries : ~und neither too C08!"Be _n9r~too , .,_ q1efB9y-ar-d~CheesePizza, · 
:~; _of ingrediepts, f~llowing ~flow:_ and fine. Its generous sprinkling ofmoz- · .. Ame!ican Home Foods, Inc., New 
1
t " '!_~te;. Ot?ers contained cot~ns~ • ~ w~jud~. tobeofluiusually ~ . 9rk:. $1:49 fo.r 1~ o1!11ces; 11 cents :r · ... or_palm ~il,~comstarch, ~e, . ' .high quality. ~plc,~s_t ofthos,e ~- . pe!Oll!_lce. A_.yery~tzolilike, ttiin, 
· :;- chicken fat and enzyme-~odified-- pied~ . · f.?.steless crust, with excessively ' 
. · .:: · cheddar cheese. Worst of all, the fro- ~ LaPizzeriaCheesePi~Ont . . , .sweet sauce._ Overall reActions: 
t· _•zen pizzas not only bore little · re- • Ida Foods, Bo~, ldaho; .. $1:53 for musl_ly, spiceless; greasy. . 
t -_ semblance to true pizza, many-had no' 10¾ ounces; 14 cents per ounce. Lit- ··· · · :f ., discernible flavor: . l l.:. ~e resemblan~ fu'reaf p~;~tiix«i 
1:r..r. •tfa-r<-",1:,n-.,The~panel ~o~ly ~d . ~d mushy wit_h a ch~Jl4er-
❖ · ,that Gelantano" ~brand-pizza came . ~!"'Nbfl)tt:hiei§"6~i.est. - -T' . ' . .. 
· "EQUITAS 
( continued from 'fJ<lUe one)_ . on abortion. She also discussed the forced 
is unwilling to give its women equal rights · sterilization of women and noted that the 
and the P.rote<.!tion of the law sliould·not be HEW now lias regulations· requiring that 
sending them off to die. the- permanent nature of such surgery be 
Holtzman's address was well-received fully explained to women. 
by those present. Currently serving her · Gail Wright of the NAACP Legal pe-
fourth term-in the U.S. House~fRepresen- fense an<! Education.Fund, Virginia Wa-
tatives, Holtzman has announced her can- . ters_6f the Equal Employment Opportun-
didacy for the Senate. She described her ity Commission; and Susan :Slumenthal of 
experience as a Congresswoman as "a . the N.O.W. Legal Defense and Education 
great privilege," but .made no comment as · Fund discussed class action ·suits, egual 
to-- the senatorial race or the presid_ential pay, and sexual harassment in the panel on 
candidates. The thrust of her arguments , employment discrimination. Priscilla 
·was aimed at the need for more women in Marco acted as moderator. · -
tlie political process. ·'~We n~d you," she LuncheonSpeakei;s 
said, "and you need you." When the morning panels were com-
Page7 
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Jessup Moot _Court Team , 
. : Following Hol!,zman's address, t~e pleted,. luncheon was served in both the 
Conference divided into panels to discuss . Faculty Dining Room, and the Lounge at 
"women · in government .and politics," . 4 7 Worth~ Because two di$g rooms )Vere 
"women's health and repi;-oductive rights," necessary, two luncheon speakers were 
_· The Jessup International Law Moot Court Competition will be held the we~kend ~f 
March 8 at Brooklyn Law School. NYLS will be represented by Michael :Margello, 
. Bob Conroy, David Fier, Mark Conrad, Svetlana Petrov, and coach, Pror. C. Chinkin. -
The problem, patiemed vaguely after ·tli4! Russian satellite eras~ in Canada last 
summer; raises various aspects of international law i!'cident to the operation of 
and "employment discrimination." '· provided. Holly Maguigan, a criminal de-
- _ Morning Panels ~ · fense attorney and Philadelphia counsel to 
The subject of women in government the National Emergency Civil . Liberties 
and politics was addressed by a panel of Committee, provided her persorial insights 
four. The Honorable Linda Lamel, Deputy into survival as a female criminai defense -
SuperintendentoHnsuranceforNewYork attorney. She left he1,'audience ~th little 
State, was joined by The.Honorable Olga doubt that a -sense of humor had held a 
A. Mendez, Senator from the 30th District prominent place in her arsenal of allies. 
sensing satefli_tes. · 
, in Albany; The Honorable 4Jm Thatcher The speaker for the second luncheon 
Anderson, .General Counsel to_,!he New was the Honora.ble Margaret Taylor. ·. 
York State Division of Human Rights; :and · J udge_Taylor, who has been on the bench of 
the Honorable Betty G. Schlein, Special the New York . City Civil Court since 
Assistant to the Governor for Nassau January, 1978, spoke on the topic, of the 
·. County ,. New 'York. Moderator was Carol · decriminalization of 1,>:r:ostitution. In ·ruling 
Schlein;President of LAW at NYLS. that the N. Y. prostitution.laws are uncon'.: · 
The se~nd panel of the day, ·moder- stitutional, J'!!fge Taylor contended that 
ated by Karen Nemiroff, addressed the is- there is no.justification for the criminaliza- • 
sues of women's health and reproductive · t.i.on of an act of two consenting adults, no -
rights. The panelists included: Sybil ~atter who pays the money. While she did . 
. .. Shainwald,,ofJtilien, Schlesingerand Finz; not advocate licensing prostitution, she in-
: Janet Benshoof and Judy Levin, of the sisted_ that it should be decriminalize<;i since 
.American Civil LiQerties Union; and Eve no public interest is diseernabl_e in fining, 
· , W. Paul, ·Vice President for_.Legal Affairs. arresting or jailing prostitutes. In regards 
· . of the Planned Parenthood Foundation of to subje.cting prostitutes to fines, Jll;dge 
·, America . . · Taylor stated, "To me this makes the city ,a 
. .Ms. Shainwald discussed Bickler. v. pimp."·One suggestio:n made was that men 
.· Lilly, -in which ·she su~cessfully repre- should organize consciousness raising_con- . 
sented the · plaintiff- in an action · against 1 ferences, as women eyquently . do. She 
• · DES manufacturer for injuries caused by noted that "if men weren't patronizing it 
the drug during her mother's pregnan~y. [prostitution], Forty-Second Street would-
.- Ms. Benshoof then presented the hjgli.- n't· be there.' ' Judge Taylor's speech was ' 
lights of McRae u. Hams: .The court hel<! well . receivoo' and often punctuated by 
-that excluding abortions from _the Medicaid laughter ~m the audiepce as she s~ccess-
program violates- First Amendment rights fully attempt~d to lighten the -seriousness · 
of freedom of.consci~nce and Fifth Amend- · of the subject nil!tter. 
ment rights of privacy, due -process, and · ~emoonPanels 
equal protection. ,,· Luncheon was followed by afternoo~ 
. Minors' Rights panels on "legal- careers," "child cus-
. Mipors' rights to medical care were tody," and ''wo~en. in the ~riminal justice 
also discussed. Ms. Paul indicated that in · system." . · 
her opinion the ~upreme Court "is firmly Panel Four, entitled "Legal_ Careers," 
committea to_ abortion rights" for minors. was moderated by Novalyn Wmfield and . 
~ Ms. Levin, in contrast to Ms. Paul's posi- c_onsisted of foll! litigato.rs and one~~ 
' tion; e,pumerated the scope of restrictions • (please turn to 'P<lUe thirleen! 
V . 
Entrances at 247 VV~st B'way &· 
.':-1$ Ave. of Americas (Near Walke~ St.) . 
. it' ~-~ * WE FEATURE.TOP QUALITY.FO_OD . ·, . , 
.-· 'Delicious SEJ/ads, Sourdough Breads_ 
- . . ~ 
_ Vegetarian & Health F(!Ods 
Prime Roast Beef Brisket & Corned Beef 
Z,.t ~~ / 'J\;\'t~ .~uch Mor~ - All at f!~~'i~'! ~~~~ ,. 
·Open&:30A.M: ......;&:301UL- ,· ,,;. •· ··7 
__. ' , ... . 
. · If you smoke cigarettes, 
you taste like one~ 
· · Your clothes and hair 
ca_n.~mell stale and -
unpleasa_nt, Joo. 
. Youdon~tnoticeit, 
. but p~Qple-~lose to you.do .. 
Especially if'th~y don't sni9ke!- " 
_ . ~ . _And n9ri~smokers are '. ·· 
J h , 
. · ·the best people to love. 
~ . 'J~~ey live lpnger . . 
.. 
-~·~·-- :·~~::iP.aJGft C ~ -~-11 
-: 
:..:,...... 
,, . .r· - -~: ·- i ..,._ . . ""': f -.· .~ r '-'~-~ • ' ,.;_a. •. 
. - __.,.., - ,, · ,:; by VmcentF. 0 Hara _ - , - _;, _ ---:: - · _ . 
·"The Presidency is merely a· way station en route.to the -b~-cpn«Jiticftt_ of 
being an ex~President;~ Jolin Updike ._ -~-- _ '½~ "' _ ~- ,.· 
· I thought it might be appropriate to write my first article·for-~QUIT~ as _I~ 
~ortlyinto the blessed condit!<>n o(being an ex-President. Rat~~ aftemp~ ything 
_ _ ~ _ ,~, _ ,.~ .. , ~--.. .. ,,. ,;·• _ __ . .., ~ _a?5picious as a "~te-of ~e s~hool" ~ddress, I_ wo~d ~e t;o ~ -so~e perso ·~ 
DennlsT. Gagnon 1:. t· ~- .•. ,. "'~'- ~::- ~~".'.~ opuuons on my experien~sJlrlspast ye~ 3:'!_SBA.Pres1dent, an~ to"thanksome:of~ 
Scott Batterman 
.. ,' Senior Editor 
· · /: Jerome Lee --
. ;:':\Feature Editor 
. ~~tTerchunlan 
· ; aosiness Manager 
~:::): ~/ . 
Editor-in-Chief · ·:; .. , _ _, · _ : ,;,, . ·:. _ people w~o helped, d~pi~Jll)athy arid criticism. For thosew_!lose o!}ly ~gtact ~ 
'James.Gelb · 1.--~- Ronny Green . ..:~ ·" · school is reading EQUITAS, the'SBA is still nonexistent. For evei_:_yone_else, ~e-SB 
-·: · News Editor : "' '::-''< News.E~r , • ; : came back from the d~ t~year._ !think you should be.madeaware of a clepca~-~ 
_ . · Chris Goban .,. Gerald G.~ - ~ of_l!lass reps wh9 work~ with l_ittle or' no recognition. . _ .. -- - - · ';_ .: '' _-i;'II 
:. · · Production Editor - ~rtising Manage,: • aThis year; the SB~ met once a _week, with most re.pa atte~ ev,ry_ '!eek..~, 
: Michael. Coneys ... ~ . Mark Hora, their accomplishments~clu4e: a !Ote ona ne:w-constitution; parties·JWhich now~ ! 
· . Copy Edit% - •;,' , Photography Editor ·"wine & cheese;" conununity'service (e;g., a blood drive and toy~ectioil_at ~ .1 
·· Henry Cornell . ' .. . . ':_Ild,'hopefully, a CPR p~7iioon); "sJ>eakers; open forums for_ the d~ $,o"~, 
, , . ;._ • ·Assistant Editor· ._. . school;wide problems; a student fair, with all the f!!;udent ~ups afid the ·FBI P 
Staff: Anthony Belkowski, J~Anne Celusak, La_urie K. Chisolm, Risa Cohe_n, Mark sporting'"events, _such as the mini-marathon and upcoming backetball ~es;,m SBA 
Coni~d; Robert Conroy, Linda Crawford, Z.A. Deedodah;Robert, D_~ake, Andrew Sh~t to keep students informed; the planned Bemiuda_ trip; and; a faculty 'fonup 
Franklin; James Frankie, Gail-Gutman, Robert Kicks, William Hirsch, Bill ~olm, · ··electivecounies. Almostalloftheeventswere-held~r6PM:oronweek~nds.in_o~ 
Howa~d Jordan, Susan Levin, Edw~~ Lopez, Joyce ~eisner; Cel~e (?<>wiczMiller, -~ allow eveniilgstudents to J)a!ticip?lte, if they could find the ene~. I have_n?t D;~~tio: · 
Svetlana V. Petroff, Ro~rt SaMa, Carol Schlein, Howard Schwartz, Fran~ thenamesofalltheinaiyidualsresponsiblebecauseof_thelackof-adeq~teJ!~~ 
Sheehan, Linda Stanch, Dorothy Zeman. · of leaY.ing someone·out. They deserve more praise than my t~ you; they also dese 
' - • • l, • • - • 
Photographers: Ira Abel, Ellen Sadler. ·· yours. ~ - ·., . - _ . . _ . _ c/. _ ,, , . ,.. 
. . . , _ _ . . . · In the interest of being fair,: there were probiemS ~at the SBA has ·~ot ,solv~ Ol" 
EQUITAS 15 pnnted monthly dunng the school year by and for the students, fao..olty and alumn1•of New Yori< Law School. ~ addressed-. . ' F 1 °- d · . .,,_ titi ,,. th h' l tained'"~ts sched,.t;..,,.. 
Signed articles representthe views or the authors. Unsigned articles represent the views of the editofial board. Although . . ;- or examp,e, .. esp1.., _our pe ons, . e ~ oo __ re . l , ~
EQI.JITAS·strives to have a poUcy of responsible ~•r.g we do nol vouch for the accuracy of our advertisements, ' 'required courses on Friday (Evidence and Ethics) . .As a working student, I appreci. 
·leltersandothercorrespondenceshouldbeaddr&• Jedto:TheEditorEQU/TAS, 57Worlfi~ NewYori<, N.Y. t0013. . -~ _ • • •· . • ·+ • • , -- , 
Telej'.>h6ne; (212) 966--3500, ext. 747 or 846. Eaur.-s reserves the right to edit letters to the editor tor space requirements. the value of clerking on motion day and the llllportance of m.J. mcome. ~ Bruce ...felt 
·-entire contents @ 1980 by EQUITAS. AU rights of republication 1'11981Ved. For reprint permission, write"l._lhfl editor at11ie -. was in the interest of tlie law school to concentrate on the.academic adyantages of such 
abo9e address - . . - ,... . - L ~ • • , 
· - .; - _, schedule. Though :we disagreed, -Dean Bruce is genuinely concerned with.both ~de 
IE'dlR~~;;_n '.-:,; ... ,\. . .'. _:' ': _., -.~<i~·: .-:·t .~ :· . ._. _ . • : . >-: ·. _· ' problems and the'improvemerit-ofthe academicstat!)S·of_the school - . . . ~ , 
IS\9JU l!.\91tmQIU~8 • · · . ' · ,_ 
0 
.s-• .< . · ~ (." ' .. -. ""' . The SBA has intentionally refrained from entering the tenure dispute. While.we 
! '&lo· rid ' Crisis. A . Titn~. -1: To l~Car• e;· . • concerned·abou.t t~e dispute, it is ~ically a ma~ter ~f~~Y.~stee ~ -~~ rp. u~~ 
f; 1! 1 - . -~ . , " • . . nately, the SBA is not allowed to attend trustee or faculty meetings, and 18 only Pllv.f to. . 
. It is·not customary for_EQUITAS to use i~ editorials as commentaries on ·thecontradictoryopinions.ofthosewhomightknow. WedonotJudge_thequalificationa -
. affairs occ:urlng outside ·the New -York Law School community. ·The recent. ·or the procedure for the tenure of any in_dividual professor, but, ~e--will~~.~ theyJ>e'. 
events irl 'Afghanistan'_ar:1d ~a~ are of such S!"'ve im~rtanc~ ~t t~ ignore _ -~all'. ~d ':res~t in !aw-p_ro!t;.sso~-~ho ~ ~ot ~nly q~~ but_wh~ ~ also con~,~~ 
them,:w~uld be a gross m1ustice to our reader~ and om, JOum~sti~ goals. - . .,; unpro~e ~ teache~ and acadenuClaJlS. • ~ .• , . . , ., ~ ,"' . . , .. : .;, __ . 
_ Wh~ther the-events in the l\1iddle ~tar~ ~~"result of a disor~ed and ~'.- ~f, ~e SB~-!aiiJ~. to ~ ~~mtiership _µi ~he Al~ Association_f<! 
gullible CI.A. or President Carter's simplisfic~foreign '"policy, aridmisghldea ~~ting"students/4'l'ramtio~y, m8!11be!:31rlp ... ~ been free,~ .tlie ~h~lI-:LiP: 
d ·' · f th s · ' 1 ' d . · ·'h -·£ · , · ha' -ak- man dispute.last year. ·Now, the;membership1f~ 18 five do_¥. I hope to.,con-vmce the an unmature-trusto e oviet ea ers, t ~ actrem<WlSt ta severe we, . Al - "Assoe""tf that lassh ldsth fut fth · ti ' andd t Jlt'.ii· 
nes~ •existsino~r 'intemat~on~fpol~cies. ·Th~-Na~onshouidbeth~nkfulto!he · t=toit. la on my~-. O e ~o ., ~associa on , ~s !1° ·,~~r. -a 
Sovir s and Iraruans f~r bnn~? this problem to light ~~,for ale~g our n_aive ' The~, are,just 80~ ~ of t~e P1:°blem~ that !he ~~~ ~ -~ Despi~t?-e .~ew ~~ 
_ lead~rs to what really~ tran~pmng throughout the world~_Now 1s no.t the time, the SBA noes not express a. vi~w lll controversial areas, m·reality; flte SBA 18 just_~ 
however, to argue over_ what sh-mid or might _have been done, but rather to careful about stating the student point of view:' ·_ · -
determine what must be done to relieve the present unsettling situations and to In closing/ I would like to criticize some peopl;': _No, not the administration or~, 
prevent similar ocq.rrences,in the ti!hlre. • 1 .:;- we disagree, sometimes respectfullY:, som~es vehe~e1.!t!Y, but I beli~vi t~~y-are_ 
'resid~nt Carter has. dep,loyed a significant atnount of U.S. nav:al power.to ,. trying to improve the scl.!ool. The. peopJe I wis1i to offend are some of the 1>9n~~ crjtica 
the ar~s suqm.mding the,Middle"East. He Jtas called for increased military aid who~ next C?ns~~v~ thought would be~~ firs,t. t ha~e n.!!V..~r ~n .... descnl>ed ~ a. 
to Pakistan, apd is presentiy:negotiating for military ba~s,in strategic countries Utop1a11, b?t if~ to tmp~ve}'-lYLS ?yoffe~g ~~st1ons~ and ~-seem~ p~ss 
· to offset any potential Soviet buildup. Mo_r~ recen~y, . h~ has asked for a , 011; school ~ . co~~ere:<I Ut~p1an, then Im o~. I be}!eve I. ~!'v~ seen, bf!~f th!m,.. m~ 
complete boycott of the Summer 1980 Moscow Olympic Games and a reinstitu- tl}is ~ool s deficien_cies, and I h?pe that ~ ve ~t !east ~e. people aware w?{ ~ -
·. f • • f · · · solutions. However, the school's b1ggest·drawback lS the pontifical student cntic who 
tion o reg1stration or a draft. -Whether one wholeheartedly supports these Is . d ., . ti th sch 1 1 · ti-. • ti t.h • d -· ' ti- h,,,.......,; • :;, "If. al d . d. th · _ ·,gh . 11 , th . · reve m• emgra ng e oo. n poe c JUS ce; en- e~~ ons•~Y.!ue ·a_,se • pr~pos _s _an actions or co~ e~s- em outri ,t 1s rea y no!. e point. _, fulfilling prpphecy, and they-graduate ignorant, self-cente~ and cynical. 'I think my 
Neither 1s 1t the p~ose of th_i~ editon~l _to chC?Ose_one of ~ ese positions nor ~o ·' class con~ so~! of the' brightest, most hard-wor~ people_ fve ever met. ~erhapa 
support - any p~rticular ~litical candidate. The purpose, . rather, of this . some_ day they:'ll get to hear some law student nave to explain-, ''No, not New York Law; 
journalistic plea is to ask that before making such an important political stand N. Y. u." --, '!'I ~ , 
one be totally informed of the facts, implications·, and future effects of such Special-thanksfo~ycl~ '.friendswho
1
gotmi e1ecteciand;tll~~hcl~mekeepmy 
decisions. · · sanity; ~ ·· , ' 
The legal profession, bec~use ~f its traditional fiduciary relationship to ~<Ql<Ql<,Ql<Qt<,Qt,.q,.,q,.,q,.qa..q.OfQOfQ...O...o~~~~~~"'-"~""4!l~~~ 
society, must be cognizant of the more fundamental implications of the Afghan 
and Iranian crises, that is, the severe threat to and sul:>jugation of the basic h~ 
freedoms and human rights. Furthermore, this school, together with the ABA, 
publishes the mag'azine Hu,;,an Rights. With these resources, together with all 
others at the profession's djsposal;-attomeys,- as iwell"asJaw students, must 
make a conscious effort t_o make the ~st decision of which ~ey are -capable, as 
if their lives depended on it- w~ch, someday, they may. . · · · , -
Equitas invites and strongly ~ncourages· its ~aders to w!ite and share their 
views on this important topic. All responsibl~ articles will be considered for 
_ publication. Let this paper be your forum for an exchange of ideas . . 
·W•lcom• · Mt~~yeaf·· st'-'dents-
. . 
£QUIT AS welcomes the class of Jai:iuary ,} 983. Yqu are entering law school 
at a time when the entire legal p ~ofession is ·in a ,pro~ess of change. It is also a 
time of regeneration. in studenf'µwolvement in NYLS - as evidenced by 
thelarge number of student organization s participating in law sq,ool life. 
B~come involved.- gQUIT ,1.~joil_}S_. a~ students andA,acuJ_ty in w~lcoming our 
new,mid-year ,colleagues to o~r horn~. Good.luck! - · _ · "' · · 
bJ Ho~ Jordan.and Edward Lopez 
Judge ,,!ohn Carro; a graquate of 
Brooklyn Law School, is the first Pue:rt<r 
"can to be'apJ>Ointed to the Appellate Di- , 
Yision of N~w York State. After a-period of 
~;_·vatepractice, hewasapJ)()inted, in 1960, · 
~ :• Assistant to Mayor ' tiridsay on Latin 
~- In 1969, Carro became a Criminal · 
Judge, ~ he became a Supreme 
~ Justice iri ..1976. His appointment to · 
..-".'lbe Appellate Division in 1979 represents a 
mgh point in his illustrious career ·on the 
Supreme Court Bench: Judge Carro's con-
bibutions to the BlacK and Puerto Rican 
'tOmmunities allow him to bnng to the law a 
perspective desperately lacking in the 
American legal arepa. The following. ques-
tion-and.answer session will allow the 
reader some · insigh.t into this unique 
individual. : _ . 
EQUITAS: You have been labeled 
"the Puerto _Rican Bruce Wright." How are 
you aligned or divergent with his policies? 
, CARRO: Tiys is.something that I view 
as an accolade rather than a denegrating 
sta.teD!ent. I -respect him a great dea1, and I · 
-have supported him whenever he has been 
professionally attacked. I agree with· his 
policies on bail wholeheartedly: The Jones 
Study-at the-request of Governor Rocke-
feller in 1oo.q - showed that bail tends to 
have a disproportionate impact on the 
poor. F<;>r many of our people; bail is used 
a punitive device. We cannot have two 
systems, · one for the rich and one for the 
·poor. . . -:. . ~. 
_ EQUITAS: Yoli have· also received 
iiome bad publicity over your lei;rient sen-
tencing policy. How ao you justify such a 
policy? . . , . ' - .. 
BARRO: One thing that we mu~ :real-
ir.e is that we are not in the Stone Age. This -
--country is more punitive than any other · 
country that I know~ofin terms of the sen-
tences we give out. The important thing to 
-remember is that"it ·1s not the length of 
· ntences but the certainty of punishment 
that deters crime. Sentences that are dis-
ptoportionately long tend to be sel!.,defeat-
• I 
ing, because let us 11ever forget that these 
people have to come back and live ' in our 
communities. In European and·Scandina-
VWl countries, the maximum sentence for -
murder is ten years. There is a tendency in 
'this counµ-y to give time as ifit wasJiours. I 
am oppos~ to that. ·. · 
EQUITAS: What do you thiiµ(. should 
. .be the role ofa law school? · • - ' 
CARRO: I think that the 'law schools 
don't ijo enough iri terms-of bringing.o uf - . 
·. the 11:ind of lawyers that~ meet th~ basic 
needs of the conimunity and it's' people. 
Most law schools feel that this is not their 
function. What happens is a student goes to : · 
law ' school pighly motivated to help his 
community and is processed by the school 
By the time he comes out, his motivation 
and ideals are out· the window. Instead h'e 
goes to work for some big corporation hiv-
ing nothing to do· with community needs. 
Law school also tends to bilild elitist at-
titudes in people. For example, if you are 
·fortunate ~nough to go_to agoQ<l law school, 
t~t supposedly makes you a giant among 
• the pygmies. Yon are now part · of the 
blessed. I have ~ver subscnoed to that 
notion. Law school should be geared to giv-
ing Third World people courses that relate . 
to their community and that enable theni to 
· effectuate changes in that community. 
. EQlJITAS: What do you think has 
~n the effect of Bakke on law school ad: 
missions and, subsequently, on the Puerto 
Rican community in the United States? 
C..4RRO: These cases have resulted in 
. cutbacks in the admission of minority stu-
. dents to law school. Unquestionably, the 
· number of blacks and Puerto Ricans in law 
~hool JS steadily d~g. Bakke pro-
vided the justification for this · decrease. 
. The net effect is that there will continue to · 
l be a vast underrepresentation of profe~-
:! · sionals to service our community. " 
i . EQUITAS: Given what appears to be 
! . a disillusioning prospect for the Puerto Ri-
j. ~ co~uni~tin the Uni~~ States, what 
e · IS your . view on the status d_ebate among · 
~-Puerto Ricans on the island? 
-;: • CARRO: I favor independence for.the 
island; Puerto Ricans don't need ' the sec-
people to long fixed sentences to what I is a police officer's life any more valuable ond-class citiwnship that defines Puerto 
know is a failure. than my life? A life.is a·life to ine. They are Rico's present relationship with the United 
· -. EQUITAS: How would you respond to better protected than the average citizen. ·· States; The people on the island should be 
those who would say that rehabilitation has . When a police officer is killed, there is a allo_wed to 'majntain't!ieir dignity inste ad of 
been tried, did n~t succeed; therefore, pris- complete inyestigation. When you or, I get being taken over by the crutch of welfare 
ons should be utilized for punishment and/ kiJled, they say, ''Well, another Rican." and food stamps; 40% of the islancl is unem-
cir retribution? . . • ployed . and 70% is on food stamps. As a 
CARRO: .Has it really attempted to_ EQUJTAS: 'What are your views ·on result, ourpeoplearelosingthe1rprideancl 
rehabilitate? I don't thin½ . that it ever . the i_nsanity defense? , -:,... integrity. To me, maintaining this pride 
really has. We engage in euphemisms.· ~ CARRO: The defense of insanity .has and dignity is more import-ant than this 
went up to Green Haven Prison and they been used in a number of cases that .raise · placebo tliat .the United States gives us in 
don't dress in uniforms anymore. They·iµI some serious questions. I am specifically .. food stamps._ 
wear nice-looking blazers, so that they look s~g about the Torsney ~- It's being · EQUITAS: Having visited Cuba, 
EQUITAS: Would you be ·in favor of like Ivy Leaguers. Those are cosmetic u&ed to get middle class whites out of situa- what is your impression of their legal sy&-
fixed sentences? changes that are made. However, the tions that normally call for incarceration. tern as compared to the system exi3ting in 
CARRO: lam not entirely convinced prison guards are made· up of people who Whose psychiatrist-do you believe? Then the United States? 
that ·fix'eo sentences would necessarily have a "redneck" mentality. How would weaskajuryoflaypeopletomakeajudge- CARRO: When I visited Cuba, I 
work. Vfe go from one panacea to another: · you like to be a blarjc person in an upstate · ment. I really don't believe that there was brought with me the traditional stereo-
We are talking about fixed sentences as if prison where Uie guards belong· to· the .anything _insane about Torsneyc This type~ about the Cuban.government. How-
that is going to reSQlve the pro}?lem of KKK? Su~tantive changes must be made, should not become a loophole to re- ever, I was deeply impressed by Cuba. I 
crime. Very few people who commit crimes . np_t; cos~etfc changes. lease persons who should othei;wise be saw people full of spirit and enthusiasm 
t.aetually go to prison. 1f you give these peo- · EQUITAS: What is_ your positi°-n-on incarcerated. • lVer the results of the Cuban revolution. 
pie fixed sentences and the state does not .• the deatj_l pellalty? EQUITAS: Ho": w9uld you respond to ; [?tough ~ didn't visit the political prisons, 
build)Jlore jails, wh~re are we going t9 P,Ut - CARRO: I am against the death pen- those who feel that the· exclusionary rule · t.hey hav~ a different perspective on the 
· 'all tlie crlminals? Besides; the prisons to- . alty 
1 
because it puts the state in the posi- · should be abolished in fa~or of other penal- -legal sys~em. Their whole perspective d~ 
day really don't make· an effort to turn peo- · tion o_ftaking another in~ividual's life. I am . ties.directed-againsf police officers who en- not have dollar signs attached to it. For 
pie around; ~5% of the prisons' budgets are also ·against. it O!} moral and religious re~- ·· gage in the unlawful searches and seizur s? example, if you break somebody's ,arm in · 
for ·security rather than for rehabilitation. · sons. Moreover, it has never been proven ~ CARRO: I am not in favor of t he aboli- CJiba you ~ave to support his family . .In 
Jf you were to show me•that a person who to actually .deter~ Do you really_believe that tion of the exclusionary rule. We must have essence, they have real rehabilitation pro-
went to jail was going to -receive real psy- Gary Gilmore's . death deterred anyone? : some way of deterring !1~wfu},police con- grams. They ·are .taug_ht re;u trades; not 
(lhiatric treatment was going to be treated This is taking us back to the 17th. or 18th duct. Let's be realistic about it. The system like in the United States, where prisoners 
like a human bein;, w~ going to be taught , Centur_y Epglan~, where, while th~y were will not penalize the police officer for an are taught how to make license plates . . 
. a profession or. v~cation, that an effort • ~anging · people ' 'for. pickpckketing;· there illegal ·search and seizure . ..- Moreover, riot They allow conjugal visits and· prisoners 
would be :rriade to place him in that vocation were people picking the pockets of those · that many cases turn on the suppression of are not treated like animals. There is no 
1>efore he came out , then I would conclude who were ":itnessing the hanging. The . e~d~n~. Most judges tepd to allow_in the plea bargaining or probapon department. 
that we really are trying to turn that per- average m~er is of a :amily-related type. eVIdence rather than~ supp1:E!ss. Due pro- There is a real concern for why you com~ 
fson arouno. But that is•not what prisons The death penalty will not deter these cessshouldbeaccordedtoe~eryone. Those mittedthecrime. This is unlike the United 
o. Tney piake Ff?Ple bi~:t:, f~'r they are · crime~.of ~on. F ~ e~ ore, ~posing that Uphold the law musfabide by-the law: - State'.s where, after the · prosecution pro: 
_.,,,i,& ,,..ted like animais. Our-prisons are a fail- the death perifil!y for t;ak!ng. the lift! o( a If riot, all· we will have is anarchy' and' duces all , the elements' of the crime the 
~ It _is vecy, hard for me ~ conqemn . police or corrections officer is unfair. Wliy . ~haos. • ' • ''why" becomes unimportant. ' 
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·Pin.ter s .. BETRAYAL;\ j~~ ·ff eart· of.• the Matter 
by Henry Cornell 
If the events of the iast few months 1 
have revealed anything of importance to 
us, it is that relationships, and time, are at 
once · fleeting, and out of our control. 
Realities once steadfastly relied upon, 
seem to transform overnight. The result is 
not only the fear that · springs from the 
anguish of the unexpected change, but the 
often bitter, angry realliation that we've 
been betrayed. This occurs not in the sense 
,,. of some metaphorical "Brutus," but in the 
· way in which trust among the people upon 
whom we had relied without question may 
be breached. This either makes us suspici-
ous of any close, emotional entanglements 
with lovers as well as·friends; or we silently 
accept it as a natural risk that one has to 
take when giving and loving in a world 
where we too often view things as we 
would like them to be, and not as they 
actually are. The question we eventually 
ask is whether our in~vidual, naked 
melody has the strength to stand on its 
own, and continue to grow, or gives up in a 
rush of unsatisfied expectations. 
In Betrayal, Harold Pinter has written 
of much the same thing. This new play 
deals with a backward-looking time con-
vention. At the start of the show we are Raul Julia and Blythe Danner share a drink and reminisce. 
presented with the end of an affair. Raul thing falls flat. Theybarelyuttermorethan the happy 
0
couple's home, the m~tter is dark, develops along with a growfug ten-
Julia, as a literary agent, and Blythe.Dan- a few monosyllables which suffice to get teased but not pursued t.6 any logical.con-· sion ·that is never quite allowed its much 
ner, as his best friend's wife, meet for the them merely through the door and out into . dusion: Instead, the conve rsation skids due cathartic release. 
very. last time, after a seven-year relation- ,the sti:eet- separately. " . . with a· slightly tipsy ellipsis into less By the time Betrayal_ reaches its final 
ship. Julia's onetime mistress poses a ques- All three of the principals perform . dangerous su_bjects. They've ventured too'· scene, which is also its first scene·(the play 
tion that she should not ask: would he ever with superbly executed restraint. -Thus, · near the truth, too close to the heart of the moves back from 1977 to 1968), it has ac-
change his life? In other words, would he when Roy Scheider · confronts . his -friend · · matter. , q~ layer upon layer of~es, pain, and an 
leave his wife and live with her in a perma- over lunch, he takes his anger out on the One of. the oddest aspects of tiris in- end to any hope which ~ht have existed; 
nent,openrelationship.Julia, withanedge . waiter, ratherthanthreatenarelationship tenselyintriguingplay(anditsprofotmdly The incongJ,"Uence of the last scene - a . 
of self-satisfaction that permeates his he treasures. In 'another scene, a child, dis_turbing point of view) is that 59 much of freeze-frame of Julia holding Blythe Dan--
character, makes it clear that he is beyond · Ned; has been 6orn to Blythe Danner dui- this fencing back and forth is funny. The ner tightly - is an image of permanence, 
reaching out for anyone or anything. As ing~the affair. The audience, as well as laughter, ·liowever, is hopelessly entwined the one thing we know: it not to be. This.is 
they attempt to struggle to recall what Scheider continually speculate if the child · with savagely repressed emotions~:The un- incredible work; I can only hope things 
they once had to say to one another, every- is,. in fact, his. During a cocktail scene a( certainty of this humorous stumbling in the don't work out this,way? 
Financial Aid 
Deadlin~-to Remember: 
All students interestep.in applying for Study are not automatically renewed. 
financial aid for the 1980-81 academic year The deadline for filing 1979-80 TAP· 
should,: _ applications is March 31, 1980. Application 
-Obtain 1980-81 Financial Aid Applica- forms ~y be found at the Financial Aid -
tions and 1980-81 GAPSF AS financial Office. Some outside scholarships and loan 
aid applications. programs should be filed now for the next 
· --Obtain Guaranteed Student Loan ap- school year. Please check the scholarships 
plication -forms from the lending institu- · and the deadline dates. All College Work 
tion and submit to Financial Aid Office Study Students should be aware that new 
during April and May. time cards are now available at the Finan-
-Remember. You must apply each Yeaf cial Aid Office or the Registrar's Desk. The 
for financial aid, all forms must be com- entire sheet must be completed for each, 
pleted. Grants-in-aid and College Work pay period. 
~ 
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30 Appeals or Briefs 
(~es binding) 
Upto25pages$1.95/page · 
.' 26 to 75 pages $1.80/page , 
75 to 150 pages $1. 70/page: 
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• Oochie - don't toy with me 
any longer - I can't stand it! 
Meet me at 'Morgan's af a 
quarter to three. 
-E.B. 
. For sale - 700 uncirculated 
copies of a very popular stu-
dent newspaper - CHEAP. 
Inquire at EQUITAS. ._, 
"Sweetie." Thanks1or caring, 
supporting and "bearing" 
with me in these two years'-of 
madness. Love you 
. - the crazy Ubyan. 
D.G. - J.T. wouldn't have 
printed this. · 
-Staff 
ment office. We have found a . 
,better way! · 
Looking for an apt. in Manh. 
Large 1 or '2 bedrooms. Cati 
267-6646 - ask for Moira 
Griffin ~r Patricia Weber. • 
8.8. - I LOVE YOU. 
-D.D. ' 
· ·t· N.E. & R.H. - Please drop 
Day off your resumes at the place- I Jonah.T. - Love and kisses. Happy Valentine's . ' . 
-EQUITAS 
Frid87--
. . -- . n ~ ,· '.7:30-11:00 · 
,Featuring Italian American Cooking and Italian Seafood -
. . . in a turn of tbe Century 'atni;..,here~ .. C 
e ·50 Different Brands ofDoinestic;~ Iritported Beers e 
.. 8 ~ Stnet, 1 B,!9ck8olath of Worth~ off 306'ii~~1 '' 1~~16 
J-
- ,- .,. • <f" ' 
SJnce most of you will eventually take a bar review c9urse, it makes serise to enroll now in Marino: 
, Joseph'son/.BRC; the nation's faste·st growing. bar review cfourse and -freeze the course cost. You pay . 
·only a $125 dep<?5it (no~-refundable), and receive the following benefits: · ·. ~ 
FREE OUTLINES THROUGHOUT l,.AW -
SCHOOi,. 
. . 
,: Pre-enrollment e(ltitles you to a set of Marino-
Joi;ephsot1/B RC Law.Summaries, !he finest 
bar review. materials available.,-!or use during·· 
laVI: sct\otiL These Law Summarie's are replaced : 
~ with a new; revised ·set when you begin actual 
bar preparation in our C!)Urse.- ' 
FREEZE THE COURSE PRICE 
Stop inflation! By e~rolling ri~w. you assure 
yourself of a 1981, 1982 or 1983 bar review 
course aj present prices - probably resulting 
in ~ saving!; of bet~een $25 - $1_00, o~.-more. 
BlG DISCOUNTS ONCES MATERIALS 
First_and second ·year·'enrollees will be ~ntitled 
to at· least a_ 10% discount on· all CES legql study 
aids, including the Sum & Substance of law _ 
:-- books and _lecture cassette tapes, written and . . 
f.deli v,ered ~Y_ so_111e _of _tl:ie n~tior'\' s mpst,~u~_tim~ -:,., -
mg la~ prof11~sors (many author the maJor rec 
quired law school-texts). · 
ACCESS.TO AUDIOTAPE LIBRAR-Y 
. ' 
Listen on cassette tape to any of our famous ~ 
Qar review faculty's un.ique probl1?m, soiving · 
lectures on any bar-tested subject of your . 
~oice in ~tie New YorJ< office .. 
• -FREE TRANSFERABlllTY 
. Your ~nrollm_ent can be transferred to any 
other Marino:Josephson/BRC course in a . 
different state. Currently.we off~r courses 
\ ! i · ·in most major- states . 
... ., ~ = ~ ..  ... ,~ -~ = ~ , ....... . 
~ ~ = ~ ~, .. 
. ,.,,,,,,,. ~,i,'!: :s~ ,,,,, .... 
- 'lff/!J ~,,,, . 
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,_ega, "UJf.lt1J¥i,~':,;~~ate'erau1nrJ'm1asea 
By Wheeze and Deedodah _ , assigned to eyery floor of each building, but there is.eve~ a cast of "acting'' deans ready to 
Once again, P. Cornelius Wheeze and Zip A. Deedodah, having recovered from the appear "deaning" at a moment's notice. Certainly a rare opportunity,. mused J. No 
verbal abuse directed toward each other in their last column, ~ attempt to discuss an student should complain, since soon the tuition will be~ high to attend, thus leaving it all 
issue vital to the survival of every law student. In this column, the discussion will center to contented deans, unhampered by prying novitiates. Yes, coµcluded J. Walker, the wait 
around the distribution of grades. Mr. Wheeze will field the punt in favor of the adminis- , for his final grades had been a good preparation for his life to come. 
tration's ~urrent procedures, while Mr. Deedodah will tackle the cowiter~punt, calling for He had passed over the.hurdies without a fall, and now was ready to embark on his 
the adoption of any system other than the present one. professional career. Soon, the last grades will arrive anq the allure of the hunt and 
Punt: , 
As a consequence of your crude response to my sincere and ~thful appraisal of the 
architectural plum that adorns our newest building, I hesitate to put pen to paper. But the 
trooper in me will not succumb to your pedantic persiflage. Instead, I will step.forward 
armed with unassailable conclusions based on the purest objectivity. .-
As befits my chosen vocation, I will begin with a brief analysis of the facts. Last 
challenge of the interview would be his._What luck! And to think that my first reaction.was 
one of condemnation: What could have been further from the truth! The administration 
should be-thanked for providing this necessary period of reflection before providing a 
student's grades. - . 
Knowing full well, Zip, your ability to distort the beauty of such a touclling st;c;ry, I . 
fearfully a'Yait your response. 
- • • w '-L .P. Comeliwi 
. week, while dining at one of my favorite secluded cafes, I happened to strike up a 
conversation with one of the busboys, J. Walker. A well-bred servant, his first concern ' Counter-punt: __, .~ - - , 
was for my well-being; but, in time, the conversation focused upon himself. He made it . P, I am afraid .that the ~nly thin~ "tou.ched" in !our story is that piece of I~ 
clear that his present position was only temporary, and that he expected, at any moment; -caviar you call a bram. Your dialogue w_ith ~ mystenous ~: W~er appears once agam 
. to embark upon his chosen course - the practice of law. Immediately, my interest was 'to be another of your feeble attempts to defend -our administration and all who skulk 
aroused. First, because of the identical nature of our callings, and second, because of his within. , .. _ . • 
age (he is eighty years old). Nowadays, age is n~t as crucial a factor in career choice as it ?7our entire story, while certain!; a heart:m:mmg one ~estined_ to ~ ~n ~me 
once was· but truly the inception of a task so arduous as the practice of law, by one evenmg as a plot for the ever-popular 'Waltons, nusses the pomt. While this 1s a typical 
having attained so ~ny years, cannot be looked upon complacently. I retained my usual _ result for on~ so ~impli~tic as yourse!f (you didn't get the nickname "Amoeba Man" for 
contemplative demeanor and began to question him. . your looks, you know),~1t cannot go unanswered. ---------------------------.~~-""!.--:"' ..,. · In case you haven't noticed during your dash up the educational ladder, the nonnal 
schedule adhered to by most elementary and secondary educational insti~utions follows a 
pattern of logic and intelligence. A student takes a number of courses, takes a firull exam 
in each course, and, be/are moving on to a higher.level of study,,receives a grade which 
, either allows him to move onward or requires him to repeat the necessary cogrse. You will 
notice I emphasized bef<Yr-e he moved to the p.ext level of study. This emphasis is neoossary 
so· that even you; P, with your "Khomeini-quick" mind, will note the difference between 
the norm and our administration's way of doing things. ' 
It appears to have been decided that logic and intelligence need not apply when one 
reaches so high a level of academic achievement as our own. What else could;be the 
· reasoning-behind moving' a student on to the next level of study in a course (as happens to 
first-year students), before informing him whether or not he has passed the first level of 
study? Could it be that the ~tion does not wish the student to ...,realize.wh~F kind of 
grades he has until it's .too late to transfer -out? Or is it that they appreciate the extra 
· money they can receive by making-a student pay his tuition before informing him whetheP 
or not he can cgntinue as a student? This problem not only affects. the fint-year student, 
but it .falls eqwilly hard on the so-ealled ·"senior," who, when progranung his final 
. . , . - semester, attempts:W accumulate enough cre<:lits to reach the magic number of 85, 
How, said I, could it be that he waited so many years before choo~ing his profession? without ever knowing if his curre~t courses will qualify him for.graduation. It should be 
He had not waited, he said. In fact, the necessary steps had been taken some years ago noted, however, that the administration will gracio~y allow a "senior"·to register late for 
(sixty: to be exact). At that time, he was finishing his final semester in law school. I was a course ifhe fails another. Isn't that_simply ~by? _Icrnagine the benefits accompanying 
intrigued to find that he had attended our own alma mater long before it filled its shelves registration for a course one month after it's_ begun. .. · " 
on Worth St~t. ., I find it equally curio_us that even you, P, with }"Our ''Nixonian" seruie of fair play, fail 
He continued. Then as today, grades were of some importance. His wife, at the time a to see the inequity·that occurs in ·terms bf deadlines. When a student is faced with a 
classmate of his, was on the Law. Review. He was not. But, despite that minor difference, deadline, whether it be to hand in a paper or pay tuition, generally tardiness will result in· 
both were assured of bright and prosperous futures. Then came the unthinkable. At the ~ penalty of some kind (whether it be a reduction in grade, or a late fee of $20.00). Yet, 
term's end, only one-tenth;of all studen~ received their grades. The other.90% still waits when a professor returns his grades weeks after the reasonable period for grading has 
(d_ue to their !,taggered ·entrance into the job market, . a divorce soon followed, with passed; the professor is excused, oefended on the grounds of the 111'.'duous nature of ltis 
alimony for the wife paid by J. since 1928~. My first reaction was one of anger; especially as task. It appears to mtrthat in today's economy no task could be"Dlore arduous than that of 
I was aware of the probable rank of the lucky ten percent. But from that point on, J. raising the tuition necessary to atten~ our hallowed halls (or is that "hollow'' halls?). . 
Walker showed me the light. No, said J., the experience had made his legal education all . You see, P, while your de:. Mr: Walker has adjusted to his cµrrent situation, many of 
the more valuable. Not only was he learning the virtue of patience, bu t also the rates _at _ us are not as fortunate. ·We need to know each semester, as quickly as possible, whether 
which he finally billed his first client would be much more profitable than those charged m we. have once again fought off the dreaded Probation Committee, and whether we can · 
1921. Also, there was to be considered the honor of-graduating from this fortress of. continue our education and !Dove toward our ultimate and long-awaited· goal - the 
academic numerosity whose ivory towers had grown so much taller since his school days. driving of our own yellow cab. 
The course menu alone would set even the dullest of acaoemics salivating: "Fiction in · · It is time, then, to conclude my futile attempt to ·open your eyes to the lllJ. ·ustices in 
~ ~ ~ 
Law," "Bro~dway Law," "The Law of Urban Renewal Bankruptcy,'\ and even a free front of your face, and request that you try~ valiantly as possible to engage that ~er 
mini-lesson on the art of legal lecturing for inflated fees. · toy'' ~mind of yours, and search fo~ the solution to the puzzle that perplexes each and every 
Think, too, he noted, of the versatility of the present adrriinstration! In less reward- law student: "I came, I tested, I wonder?" ~ 
ing days, finances were slim and deans in short s?pply. But today, not ()nly is there a dean .f: Ii - ~~J.<.1 / .. • 'Zip 
·• · 'f', :;... --· :·~·- ·;J -,,-•~ -· .. -=-_1"J .... _ .. :;--• .r· ~··-· -..,,.....-~-· ~~ -'\ -
Cozy Atmosphere - Fihe Wines . 
· .-Delicious Foods · - Reasonable Prices - Good Vibes · 
T I .- 22··· 6 99111 9 . . . ,.~ 21· 6-h. AVENIJ' •E.:· 8 ~: ~. - - . 'I ·. , · · ~: --~ ~. .J -:~, • t · · " . -. 
. :OPE;N: M~NDAY.-FRIDAY, NOONTO3A.M; (Off Walker0 Street) 4:erocks from ~NYLs· 
SATURDAY AND:S~NDAY,-5 P.M. TO 3·A.M. 
Equitas needs typewriters, · 
especial_ly electric on~. Generous 
tax deductible gifts from Alumni 
, >-would-be highly appreciated. } 
ti : h • • />. .J1' :\ • 
OiirJiand.cmqked moclels have 
given their last . . 
.• _THANKS!! 
,~ta 
Panels .Oispuss Women in tlie l::.aw.~. 
(rontinued/fom'f)a{Jesix) , ' torney for Mobil Oil Corporation. in the tod~arrangements." . . 
·ABA/Lso· 
rate attorney. Emily .Jane Goodman, the Corporate, Commel"!!ial and Energy Divi- Custody as a Strategy · 
only panelist engaged in private practi~, sions. "For one thii!g you have only one In ·contrast to the preceding panelists' 
/ 
News 
described her practice as concentrated in client." She also sta~d that worki.ng for a optimism, Ms. Felder submitted that "the · · 
the fields of~trimonial, c~, housing corporation required you to know more chance" of a real joint custody. situation ----. by Henry Cornell---• 
and literary law: She felt strongly that a than just the law; adding that you have to working out are very, very slight," al- The Law Student Division (LSD) of 
Jawyei- should take sides and identify with know the . corporate industry and be able though theoreti~y it sounds very logical. the ABA at New York Law School µrges all 
his or her client on_the issues. For example, to deal with corporate politics as well. She ·suggested that today, many husbands students to join w1io have not yet done so. 
the only clients she represents in housing • Child Custody are using the threat of a custody suit as .a · Membership includes subscriptions to both. 
cases are tenants, without exception, and, The fifth panel w.as moderated by Sol- strategic move, thus prompting many the Student Lawyer, and the ABA Jour-
in ,the matrimonial cases, she will only rep- · edad Rubert and concerned child custody · wives to take ''less than they deserve for nal, health and life insurance options, 
resent women. _ matters. The panelists included: Philip F. fear of losing custody.'! Judge Shea pre- career-placement, one year free in the ABA · 
Judy Kozfow~ki described ·her experi- Solomon, one of the country's foremost ex- sented the. view of the bench; that, in a after graduation (a savings of $100), as well . 
epce as a trial attorney in the U.S. At- perts in the field of matrimonial law; Dr. custody suit, focus is on .the child rather as other benefits. Applications may be 
torney's Office fQ.r the Southern District of Doris Jonas Freed, counsel with the firm of than on the interests of the opposing picked up at the SBA office, C311, or con-
New York, .by remarking that "there is a Winer, Neuburger and Sive, where.she is a parties. An important aspect of the role of tact Henry Cornell, the school repre-
double stapdard at least in my work. .. I feel specialist in the field of matrimonial law; the judge during the trial is ''to interview sentative. 
tl;iat at least when I go into court I have to Myrnia Felder, an active practitioner in the child privately," even without parental In addition, ABA/LSD liaison posi-
be more prepared (than the men law- thefield·ofmatrimoniallaw.atboththetrial consent,and.tobealerttothechild's.verbal . tions are now available. These positions 
yers) ... " Gail S. Port, a litigation associate and · appellate levels; and the · Hono~ble and ·nonverbal indicators. In conclusion, involve working with senior .members of 
with Winer, Neuburger and Sive, noted Felice K. Shea, ajudgeoftheCivilCourtof Judge Shea noted that thereisagreatneed -the Bar in specialized areas of the law. All 
that while litigation is very demanding, it the City of New York and Acting Justice of for awareness in the legal profession of the 45 liaison positions between the LSp and 
can also be very exhilarating. She de- t!ie Supreme Court of the State of New :_child's interest, as well as a need for in- the ABA, as well as five national student 
scribed her workload as very_ diverse. York. . . · creased input from tl!e h~aling profession. director positions, for the coming 1980-81 
Ann M. Moynihan described · her . Mr. Solomon discussed child custody Conclusion school year have been officially declared 
work as a staff attorney· in the Civil Divi- from the father's perspective and empha- - The "women in the criminal justice open to law school applicants. 
sion of the Legal Aid-Society of New York sized that the decision in Salk v. Salk has system" panel addressed the issues of the Requirements are that you be amem-
as concentrated in housing and govern- produced a tremendous revolution in this courtroom a'.s a· white male stronghold, ra- her of the ABA/t.SD, in good academic 
mental benefits practice. After a rear of field in that many fathers have begun to cism and sexism in the justice system, and standing with at least one full year of law 
taking Article 78 proceedings,· she began to · seek custody of their children. In Salk v. the defense of rapists. Varied views were school (as of Sept. 1980) remaining, and, if 
identify the fact patterns and bring class . Salk, a father won custody of his two expressed by panelists Holly Maguigan, you are applying for the position of liaison 
action lawsuits. Recently she obtained -a children on the ground that they would fare Susan Tipograph, Regina Darby, and Les- to a section, that you be a student member 
finaI9judgement in the Medicaid area which better with'him. In deciding which fathers' lie Crocker Snyder, all criminal defense of that section. 
will immediately· restore to 200,000 New cases to take "your choice will almost be attorneys. . , If you're interested in ·applying, just 
.;rork State residents the right to Medicaid c instinctive" sin-ee you~ dealing with the · • · The afternoon panels adjourned to a send yow: resume, co.ver letter, recom-
benefits, ''When something like that hap- lives of children. Dr. Freed indicated her · wine and cheese reception in the Lounge., mendations, and proof ofLSD membership 
pens, it is an incredible high. You suddenly preference.for joint custody in most cases · : Conversatio~ there indicated a consensus to: Anne C. C~pbell, Staff Director, Law· 
forget the five weeks of panicked work. .. " · on the ground that this will discourage . opinion: ari inte~ting and informative Student Division, American Bar Associa-
Fredi Pearlmutter presented a perspective. child snatching by the noncustodial parent • day. The ·broad smile on LAW President tion, 1155 East 60th Street, Chicago, 
quite different from the preceding panel- and suggested that "concerned parenting · Carol Schlein's face was her official com- Illinois ·60637, postmarked no later than 
~ts as she described her work as an· ats is a prerequisite for.succe.ssful joint CJlS- · men~. Su~ss .. < March 1, 1980. .. ·· ·· 
.. 
Congratulations! _. c-~. 
You've-just discovered how to fL~_t. 
av~id months of fr~s(rating -1J~ " 
· job-hunting with a . t~i (\/ 
: · $99*inVestment ~ l} 
Every year thousands of coll_ege graduates use Career Blaze~s' Career · 
Clinic to open doors, get interviews.and obtain offers for the.best Jobs. Now 
it's your tum to take advantage of the NO-~ ISK $99 INVES1:°MENT that 
gives-you ~verything ~u need for a professional, successful Job ~arch. 
• Personalized, profes_slonal resume 
• Personalized cover letter. 
• Quality printing -of 100 resumes and 50 cover 
letters, plus 50 white-wove envelopes 
• Professional guidance to the hidden Job market 
·• Job search, counseling and much, much more 
e, 100% money-back_ guarantee If )'O~'re. not satisfied 
,_ 
Prove to yourself that putting Career Blazers' 30 years of placement experi-
ence to work for you is smart, practical and economical. Stop by any 
weekday, 8:30 to 8:30 ·(Sat. to 5) for a FREE, NO OBLIGATION CON-
SULTATJON, or telephone for a firm appoiatment. Career Bl~ers' (?areer ■ 
Clinic counselors are on salary, ·so there_'s no high pressure .. :Just a sincere 
desire to h~lp you get your career off to ~ fast start. . · _ . -
~ CAREEfil BLAZERS· IINCl1941 · .' • . · 
CAREER CLINIC - . 
500 FIFTH AVE. • NEW YORK 10036 • PHONE: 730-7171 IZI 
o 1979, career Blazere c■-r Cllnlc. Inc. • . "For llngle.page INUIIIII. 
♦ - •-- ••- • ~_ca_ • i,..t: 'f ~- • 
Kangaroo Court Claimed; .. 
. ( continued from page one) 
appeal that decision. Dean Beam charac-
terized the charges made by Solomon's at-:. 
torney as "outlandish and unjustified_." As-
sociate Dean William Bruce was also !'re-
lieved at the termination of this vexatious 
lawsuit." 
A vast array of witnesses· testified at 
trial, including Dean Shapiro, Professors 
Nancy Erickson and M,;u-shall .Lippniann, 
. former Professors Stephen Goldberg and 
Stephen Hochberg, former ·students Pat-
ricia Kallman, Marilyn Rae Baskin, . and 
Cynthia Cohen, and, of course, the plaintiff 
and his wife Suzanne Gottlieb Solomon 
(also a former NYLS. professor). Essen-
tially, the former students were called to 
determine the character of th_e plaintiff. 
, While Cynthia Cohen described him as a 
''tough, aggressive professor" from whom 
she ''learned a lot," Marilyn Rae Baskin 
had a different view. She regarded him as 
"abusive, small-minded, and petty," and 
accused him. of "fondling and kissing " her 
when she went w· see him about her Civil 
Procedure grade. Patric~ Kallman related 
a similar experience. 
Otl!er witnesses described what they 
believed to be.the school's opinion of Solo-
mon and·his wife. Steven Hochberg testi-
fied that Marshaµ Lippman had told him 
that Solomon "was in big trouble, deep 
trouble." Stephen Goldberg claimed that 
Shapiro thought Suzanne Gottlieb was a 
"trouble maker'' because she had wanted to 
file a sex discrimination action against the 
school She feels that she· was denied ten-
ure because of that suit. She also believes 
that Shapiro wanted her husband.out of the 
school, and that the dean used student 
' complaints as an excuse to begin ~n investi-
gation: Shortly ~r the investigation, Sol-
omon resigned because ''he could not teach 
in such an atmosphere." - . . 
. Experienced . 
Cegal secretary 
seeks home typing of 
Corresp<)ndence_ 
- Documents, etc~ 
East -!lccurate Reasonable 
322-4 726-or· 659.644~ . 
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Diapers .and B,r.iefs 
' ,..7 ~ - - ~ 
By Dorothy Zeman 
In the year-and-a-half that I've been at New York Law School, I've -been asked a 
number of times how I ''manage" law school, plus nwriage, plus parenthood. To be 
perfectly honest, I'm not quite sure myself how I do i~. Somehow things just ... get done. 
For many people, law school; all by itself, is both physically and emotionally debilitat-
ing. And;•to many parents, having a small child is, as one exasperated father I know put it, 
like having a bowling alley in your brain. Eithe'r "job" alone is enough to make brave men 
(people?) cry. How can anyone ha."ldle both simultaneously? Why ~ould anyone want to? 
When I came to NYLS in August, 1978, I had visions of''Paper Chase" dancing in my 
. by Carol Schlein . 
On Saturday, •February 2, 1980, the t.egal Association for Women sponsore<l a 
Metropolitan Conference on Women and the Law (~~article _on page one). 
. Members of LAW are in'the prqcess of fund ·raising to ~nd rep~sentatives to,the 
11th National Conference on Women and the Law. The Confetj!nce will be held during1 
last weekend·~ February in San Francisco, Cajifornia..T-Shirts ~ nigJ:itshirts witJt the 
logo, "Lawyers Make Better Motions," will be available from LAW members or in Room: 
209 (47 Worth) from now until the Conference. In addition, LAW will sponsor a raffle 
during the first three weeks o~f.!:!bruary. · . . . " :.._; 
· head. I was, to put it mildly, scared to death. But NYLS (mercifully) isn'.t Harvard, and -
there are no Kingsfields here. Instead of the horrible experience I'd anticipated, I've 
actually had a good time. · Plans for-smaller-scale programs are underway for the re~er of the ~eme$ter. 
Now it's a well-known fact that people are simply iwt supposed to have fun in law ✓ Among them is~ pro~ dealing with the Nestle boycott, which willJ:>e·co-spollSQred by 
school - 'especially not in their first year. I ciid;-!'Fun," of course, is relative. After two· the International Law Society. City Co1:1ncil President Carol Bellamy.has been invited 
years at home with a baby (getting fat on Entenmann's coffee cakes while watching soap speak. LAW is working with the Placement Office to set up a series o~ programs 
operas all day), law school was, for me, fun. It was fun to use my brain again (for concerning women-and careers. Topics will included such things as officeJ~>litics,.,in-
something more complicated than the TV Guide crossword puzzle.) It was fun to be with · terviewing·skills, etc. · _ , 
adults again, and to talk about something other than toilet training and Parnpers-ver'sus- · • To update: Professor Nancy Erickson has sub~tted aJetter of. resignatiof! tQ.-the 
cloth diapers. · NYLS Board of Trustees effective June 1, ,1980. Next year she will teach at Ohio State 
Being a mother is wonderful (again, for me), but I need a life ofmy own, and so does University S~ool of Law. The loss to students here will be deeply felt. 
my daughter. She's 3½ years old now, and, even at that tender age, children need to 
develop independence; she seems to enjoy her nursery school as much as I enjoy being . _ ,_. . _ • _ , , 
here 1 Lt· ''B tt - ]\:T . th . . L t ' ~ 
Lawschoolalonewould, I think, be deadly. I'venoticedtoomanypeopletakingit- S ~ e er 1 ,ever · an :. ll e -i 
and themselves - too seriously when there's nothing else going on in their lives. On the 
other hand, staying home with a small child wasn't right for me. Combining the two has 
work~d out beautifully; they balance each other out. When I've had all L can take of 
legalese, "The Gingerbread Man" and ''The Three Pigs" begin to look good. And;-when 
the thrill has gone out of playing with Sesame Street colorforms with- my daughter, 
reading a few thousand pages of Con Law for my next class is a pleasure. - ~ 
. by James Frankie ; .,.,. 
' The alarm clock rang and Tim Burr awoke numt, and dulled.' He would have to hurry 
ifhe was going to get that paper in on tµne. Professoi:.Gerard Attricks would qnly be in his 
office from ll:01 to ll:O:i, his usual_ office ~ours. Glaneing doV'(n at his cloc!< radi91 Tim.saw 
that it was 10:06. It was a twenty-minute walk to school, but Tim could.leave by J0:~U 
and allow himself three minutes grace. There's no sense in waiting ~til. the last possible 
minute when your career as a l;lwyer is on,tlie line. Tim needed,an '.' A" on ,this paper~ 
Anything less would m_ean his second straight 1.99 G:P .A. · ·· 
Of course, the fact that I'm not alone in this makes a tremendous difference. My 
.husband has been a source of both encouragement (it was he who pushed me out the dOQr 
to take the LSAT's) and help while I've been here. He plays with our daughter and keeps 
her busy when I need to work, as I did for him when he was working on his doctoral thesis. 
Since he only recently receiv~d his Ph.D., he knows the kind of work involved in an -Tim showei:ed and dressed quickly; however, as he put ·on his shoes; ilace broke. A 
advanced degree, and doesn't resent the time I now need to spend on my school work. All- new lace would. take several minutes to replace. Tim did not have enough time to do that. 
of which makes things a lot easier for me. _ • · · He decided to walk to school with one shoe untied. On the way to school, ·Tim's shoe fell of! 
Still, it is a juggling.act, and to keep all the balls~ the.air isn't always~asy: Little_ · several times~' He arri:ved at ~ool at 11:05, only to learn that Piof~or Attricl{s Had just 
children get sick - a.lot - ;and hus'!iapds sometimes woi:k late_. Pawr&.W1!·due~and-. left_. ~-note qn the doorinstru~ Tim to leave the_pape:i;:wi~ a faculty secretary. The 
typewriters break. Research needs to !>e do~ and b9oks are-missing from the library. qote_,also .informed Tim that as a result_.of his lateness, ms paper would-suffei:.a grade 
And so on, and so on, and so on . . . . ' · - · · - ""r.. •· reduction of one-third: Tim immediately tried to get in _touch with the academic status 
It helps to be efficienh · and being able to read quickly is also an asset. A se~ of committee, but they would not see hini because his tuition had yet to be paid. 
humor about all this nonsense and a firm sense of p)jorities ~ also pl'etty important. 1 - · .-.. - · _ • 
Someone with whom to·share the workload helps; tc?<>- - Tim had sworn that he would not pay his tuition•until he received his marks ' but this 
. '1 • - - • • 
• Combining law school with raising a child is definitely not for everyorie.~ut, then, tum of events quickly changed his mind. He rushed·to the bank that very..afternoon and 
what' job is? I can only speak for myself, and myself says that , it ··definitely ca_n be . withdrew~ his.mo~ey, which was just enough to cover the tuition costs. He then rushed 
done ... and it's well worth the effort. ... fo the~ bursar's office only to be informed thatJie owed an additional twenty dollars. -The 
OUR NAME • DISCOUNT IS OUR NAME • DISCOUNT IS, O~R NAME • DISCO!i I deadline for-tuition payment liad been the day before. 
!a, l,.CAMERA DISCOUNT ; .. · . . F:~~~~G . in 
!z OPEN SUNDAY · 10AMto3PM - oNsuNoAv .g 
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c - , • v·- • . . , - • . . 
1 
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An unpleasant feeling came over him. Perhaps.a go¢ meal would cheer him up. He 
d~ded tp visit his mother on Long Island. As Tim descended the stairs leading to the 
train platform, griefoverwhelmed logic. He rushed down and threw himself onto the frain 
• ,ill; 1 - ... ,F. ' 
tracks. The 3:46 to Lawrence was early and just lea~ the station as Tim hit the tracks. 
Tim succeeded.in _!;earing his pants and losing ~ shoe. ,;Embarrassed and frenzied, J!.e 
lifted himself from-the tracks and hobbled back to his ninth-floor apartment. Once inside 
his room~ he open~ the window and threwihimse)f out. Justbefore 'strikingthe pave-
ment, Tim awo_k1! in a colq sw_eat, and ~ it was only.a bad dream.' He glanced at~ 
· clock. He had overslept for three-and-one-half hours. Tim gofout of bed, made lunch, ·and. 
began look thro.ugh his old college ca~og for'co-µrses in graduate studies. --
There are some lessons to be learned here. Don't wait t.m,til the bst ~ute to,turn in 
pa~rs. More importantly, as $()OD~ you notice or should notice a fray or tatter ; for God's 
; - -
sake,replace those shoelaces. 
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Tenure.Means Ne-V~rSaying f;~Qd-Bxe _ 
. . . by Andre':" J. Franklin _, · · · But can they teach? Once tenured, the question ~m#es moot. And this is where the 
· Qnce again, the pe~ of the de~ at_·New York Law School is distur~ by a . paradox oftenure'becomes most pronounced.It is such a great gift oflargesse, literally 
eontroversy over the granting of tenure. While the prosaic calm has not been necessarily irrevocable that its bestowal becomes a huge production. For the individual involved, it's · 
;
tered, there are at least ripple~ on the water of the septic tank. Professors Harbus · as if God ~ere giving ·him his own set of tablets. For· the rendering institution, it 
Erickson, both evidentl~ P.9pular •with vociferous and outspoken elements·of the represents a commitment of financial supl)Ort. for the ensuing decades. Therefore, the 
dent body, ~m to ?aye 'become the targets of a tenure. re-evaluation., This column, procedure has to be .ever so exclusive and the elevations on high'kept to a minimum. The ~ 
JiDwever, has litt1e·to do_With these two indivi~uals, because the issue is the institution of . dyriamic of the tenure process is shaped by the understanding that a. mistake is forever. 
teJt~ and not wh~ther tw~ ~ore -in:itructors ought to be granted comfortable sinecures Because of this; the system is meant to-exclude and not to incl tide; its goal is to eliminate. 
iith licenses to ~teal. Certainly, Professor.Harbus. is a pleasant man who obviously: enjoys The result-is that qualified instructors. who should probably be given five-or ten-year 
~ in front of students; all.I ~ow-about Professor Erickson is what I've read on the renewable contracts with the ·school are denied tenure, and are graced and extruded from 
, wall beside-tbe·~, bµt, having appeared there myself on occasion; I can state that the academic environment. When success is spelled t-e-n-u-r-e-, _anything else becomes · 
this sort of publicity,i.s, no disquajµication. · · · , failure. -
The problem is with tenure and not with the qualifications of the instructors involved.. And for those who tbiiik that this is simply a case of academic politics wholly removed . 
Tenure~ a regulatory sche~ethat·excludes most and protects the few, and that promotes . ·from the concerns of law · students, I offer ·the following thought. As · tl\e professor · 
ind supports an academic hierarchy based on past achievements of often dubious and· stumbles in - late again - looks out through glazed eyes, and launches into a rambling . 
lrrelevant merit. If often rewards pedantry, .time serving, and orthodox activity. Those monologue about nothing in particular,' just remember: "Granting tenure means never 
who support t~~ notion of tenure claim that it enhances excellence. Perhaps a more having to say good-bye:" · · 
i:eurate .v!ew·is that tenure institutionalizes mediocrity. ~ -------· ___________ .;.;...,...._. ..... ~----------.... 
' A proponent of the tenure system woul<t claim a number of advantages·resulting from 
1t.s use. The:re is, after all, a certain continuity of faculty, since those with tenure have a 
~teed liveliho¢ for as long as they retain .their association with N.YLS: 'Those 
panted tenure can pursue tlieir academic activities unconcerned with such bourge'ais 
P,"Oblems as wliether their job will be there in the morajng or whethe~ a personality · 
mnftict. with.a superior: will propel them into the ranks of the over qualified jobiess .. And, 
:is is always mentioned (indeed, beaten to death), those professors with tenure will be 
pro~ from the ravages of McGarthyite witch hunters intent on rooting out dissent . 
ind communism. No matter .that the rest of us who have to live in tbe world are 
)Dlprotected. Ensconsed in their ivory towers in academe,. these intellectualfeudalists can . 
fitudy, pontificate, and conduct all sorts of research; they can write for journals that few 
fer read, h~~ing against hope for the ultimate sign of approval: a menti~n iii a·footnote_ in 
JUdge's oprmo,p! · . · • ' · 
Or, as . seems to, be the case -with several of the· tenured ·faculty, tliese academic . 
~ts.can s~ply sit back and rehearse for retirement. After all, once you've made it, 
· youJuive drunk from the Holy Grail, it is difficult to return to s uch worldly pursuits 
NLG . 
Affirm.ative Inaction 
. by Linda Stanch------------
"I do not think there is any disci:mrlnation at.New York Law School;'' So mused Dean 
Margaret Beam in a·recent Soho Weekly News article about the· Irene Leverson lawsuit. 
An outrageous statement for a school that, for eµmple, has no blacks in the current 
mid-year class and a continuously abominable .record for retention of blacks ·and other 
minoritiE:s when they are admitted. ~ . · · · , . 
Dean William Bruce thinks, ''We have a good environment here (in terms of affiirma-
tive action) compared to other places," as quoted in another article about the Leverson · 
lawsuit, pufilished in a December Washington Market ~eview .. Sure, NYLS looks abso-_ 
lutely progressive in relation to· a school like Cardozo, for example; that ·has five minority · . 
stude1'ts ·out of a class of 900. Even the racial policies of a country like Rhodesia would 
appear equitable compared to a situation like that of Cardozo. The racism at other law 'JI, ~ng tlie common h~rd of students.- And this.is the other side. of the ~nure coin. A 
~ professor cah smiply decide that teaching is, at best, an onerous chore deserving 
little effort or care: No matter what the theory, the reality at, New Yor~ Law School is that 
a fem.ired professor can be consistently late to class, can show no enthusiasm for his job, 
can-be unpn:,ared and lazy in his"tea~g, can be ~ither senile or chemically dependent . 
· schools is certainly no justification for the laclc of a IIID}Ority !(!tention program af this 
school; - · 
~ incoherent in his -delivery, and•scores and-scores of studfnts,will continue to be 
...subjected to this peculiar sort of education term after term after.. term. : . 
But what qualifies an instructor for tenure? Evidei:itly, it is scholastic achievem~nt as 
teflected in the .production of law review articles (preferably in a review of a law school . 
"miked higher t1)an NYLS.)_ Perhaps experience •in the classroom counts for some-
I 'ibing.:.a•digression. What better way for an individual tQ gain teaching experience than 
)y becoming an adjunc(first?i\nd even thoug~ ~ju~s are not- nec~ssarily retained as 
6in-tune professors nor offered_tenure, t~ey can always point to their past ,experience 
pen seeking permanent employment. Unfortwiately, ·1egal lions in the courtroom are. 
often paper·tigers at the lectern. However, once hired, there seems fo be no q~ty-
pitrol over these adjuncts. The are li!;erally left to their own devices; tenure for them? 
}Vhat professional academic qualifications do any of the· instructors at NYLS, not only 
~uncts, -~ss,.other than the skills of the legal practitioner? This·is reminiscent of 
another, not dissimiJ.ar,.:situation: after reviewing and inspectrig a battalion of well-fed, ·· 
~bly groomed troops; sparkling and glittering in the ~moon sun,:the general 
turiled to the colonel ~d said, ''They're very pre!ty, Colo_nel, but can they fight?" 
(NYLS) ~-
On January 21st, the ·school filed its answer to the Leverson lawsuit which charges -
. racial discrimination against _black students· in the school's admission and retention 
policiest •Leverson, a black woman;" was 'dismisse<t from NYLS on August 1, 1979 for 
"academic deficiency" under the school's harsh probation policy. . 
. Predictably, the school'_s answer is in the fo:r_ni of a ge11eral denial.of all allegations in 
the complaint of racism and discriminaton at NYLS. The firm of Kramer, Lowenstein, 
Nessen, Kamin, and Soll, the same firm that represented the school in the recent Sowmon 
trial, raised few affirniative defenses beyond a "I didn't mean to if I did" rationalization. . -
FederalJudge Mo_rris E. Lasker will hear the case in U.S. District Court: Magistrate 
Ruth Washington, a ·black woman, is expected to set.the trial.date for. early May after 
necessary discov~ry is completed.. . . . . _ -~ ' 
- :.. · The Irene Leverson Support committee is planning a bake sale, raffle and a disco to . 
be held in early Mru:ch to offset the large expenses· or the lawsuit. Any'student~ interested 
in helping with the lawsuit should contact Toni Brai1<l~illrin the La}Vyers Guild .9ffice at 
.-Ext. &'33. . ., . • 
( Editm's note: the views e~ssed in this articl.e are t/J,ose of the Natwnal Lawyers Guild 
and not necessarily tho~e of EQUIT AS.) · - · · 
'· . 
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